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mild intelligence undertakes a systematic coverage of this

ambulatory mormon theologians ideas concerning the history of thibthiathis

earth or other earths and of the realm designated as the super-

natural since the first day he joinedcoined the church of jeujesusjebus christ

introduction

the subject of this thesis brighambrisBrig roungyoungyoungsloungloundshass philosophy of

history i an outgrowth of one of the interests of thetho author in

the area of intellectual history of western america this area of

western intellectual history has had very little work done in it
thus it is an area which promisespromsesprozntisets fructification the usual

approach to western intellectual history is to relate the impact of

eastern ideaideas upon the western environment or some modification of

the turner thesis A definite position in relation to thesethee

theories has been taken by the authorauthors which position ii that there

appearappearaappears to be a need for a reinterpretation or elucidationselucidation of the

impact of the intellectual forcesforcest their significancesignificanceisignificances andi what

changechanges if any they have made in the transformation of the west

the subject of this thesis is one work of a erleaericaseriesgeriesgerles wherein the

author planesplantsplansplanapiana to acquire a degree of competency concerning the inter

play of economic religious social and political forces at work

producing a osternoaternwesternesternbatern culture and people

the prodigiousprodigio intellect of brigham young is clearly

revealed in hlahiahishib works which have survived him when and if one of

somegoraesone

is

is
a

ua
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periperl itetbitet characterized his life As

he pragmatically manipulated the problems he faced while a mortal

man he lacked sufficient time to study the great philosophers and

theologians or to gain the wisdomwis whichdomdor the learned men of the earth
had to offer nor had he the timetintim to organizeorg hisanizeanise ideology into a

systematic compositiccompoaiticcompos I1itic

icinessicness

2

of latterdaylatter saintsaintigaintday peridateticneso

therefore ahenxhenvyhenfyhen a personperzonperlonperion attempts to

systematize the thoughts of brigham young he must glean thesethere

thoughts and ideas from brigham youngayoungs sundry works

the philosophy of history held b brigham young pervaded a

large area and influenced a sizeable number of people mormon and

gentileGentlietiletliei in the intermountain area not to mention its promulg-

ation in the newspapers by the missionaries and by other means in

the united states and other nations in the west brigham young

presented his ideas rhetorically as he travelled to mormon settle-
ment after mormon settlementsettlements nearly thirty years of his life were

consumed in this elocutionary art the lingering effects of habhiahisheahebhrs

efficacyficacyfinacyef areane evident today among anymany mormonscormonsMor

the

mons

lion of the lord as brigham yountyoungyouns was sometimes

called hahas been the topic of numerous research projects in the form

of biographies and politicalpoliti economiccalt and theological ideas the

accounts run the gauntlet from prejudicedproprejudicedpro to con biased but no

researcher has yet produced brigham youngeyoungyoungs philosophy of history

this thesis is1 therefore1 dedicateda4therefore to such a task

As the first premise of an uncompleted syllogism the

statement everyftevery writer has his bias receives laudations from

nearly every person the special bias or interest maintained in

n

offor e

r

are m
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writing the philosophy of history of brigham young is undifferen-

tiated objectivity even at the expense of placing all other bias
in a non consequentalconsequential category

the source material for this thesis has been limited to the

works of brigham young published in the journal of discourses which

is the major source ttatsa erialaerial on his ideas since 1850 the view of

history maintained by brigham in these volumes will be described in
an objective factual account rather than to determine which of the

environmental influences possibly influenced him and which of these

were the more forceful influences in the formation of his views

ersaerso

the narrator point of view which characterizes this

thesis with the exception of the first chapter on method is eitherelthereithen

the firstpersonfirst narratorperson the dramatic narrator or a combination

of the two types the desire to relate to the reader the forceful-

ness of brigham young and his ideas suggested the firstpersonfirst person

after the ftgroundgroundbround workwork111 has been completed others may wish to

attempt to trace the roots a highly specializedspecialised task of his

ideas

thisthiethlethig thesis is an expository work rather than a critical
analysis of brigham youngs philosophical and theological position

the ultimate conclusions which might or might not be suggestedbugsug by

his philosophical and theological statements and ideas will be

either mentioned in a footnote andor an appendix or left to the

finite thinking of the many and diverse speculators such as the

presentdaypresent theologiansday and philosophersphilosoph

rr I1

iseither

andhis

ft

ested
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imoIWOsmo

haahas

analanaiyaisysisyala

defideflnedyneds

atlftl

timisttimest 12 andauld fortifies the authorauthorlsauthorly attemptls to maintain his bias

of undifferentiated objectivity

following this introduction in which the problem ha been

defineddefinedsdefiners limited and the sources to be used elucidatedelucidate the exa-
mination of brigham youngyoungsyoungb

4

narrator this form of narration allows the narrator brighambrighasiBrig

youngyounizyounie

hanihasi

to be the principle character who describes with unchallengedunchallengg

authority his own sensations and ideas in order to achieve the

firstpersonfirst narratorperson effect the author of this thesis has used the

dramatic narration which allows the mainmaln character who iais brigham

young to present his ideas with little or no commentcomm byment the author

the advantage of the dramatic narration helps to attain the effect
of impersonal objectivity which appeals to the scientific temper of

our times H

a philosophy of history will begin with an

analyseanalysi of brigham youngayoungs logic or method of reasoning whereby he

arrived at his profundity henwhenghen whathatw truth iais has been clarified
and the means used by lirigham13righam young to formulate hiahishlahib conclusions

have been described accurately and conciselyconci theselys philosophy of

history of brigham young will be more easily understood

allied with the careful analysis and synthesis of the

thinking processes of brigham young will be his ideaideas concerning the

psychic processesproce ofasessaes mans mind

ak1k L knickerbockerKnicker andbockerbooker H willard eningeringertRen interfiretingintrpretinst
literature new york henryheary holt and companascompanyicompanysComCOMP 19571952195tpanyianYs p 11

bid p 116

ed

6 11

1

describedaccurately

ko ho
115

2ibibibid1

dt

taho

da
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5

the next section of the thesis will be devoted to a dis-

cussion of brigham younggyoungs idea about the governing law composition

the law of compositioncompositions as the law of progression iais thetho force of

regularity which governs controls and2 guides all things which are

independent in their sphere the overall law of composition and it
antithesis decrease form the basic directionalbidirectionalbi course of every

individuated object which iais in constant flux the law of polygyny

and the priesthood are mere expressions of this law as it operates

among objects of forformsorm

following the description of compositioncompositions man will be

central in the discussion of the philosophyphiloa ofophy history of brigham

young manhan in his mortal state is the rocusfocus of attention of the

law increase and its antithesis decrease fromprom his birth as a

spirit and from hi birth in mortality all thingsthinas in hishiahla back-

ground or immediate foreground are to convince him of the value of

increase and to gain hiahishlahib loyalty to this eternal principleprinciprincl

according

pleepleapiea

to brigham young a god life iais one eternal

round As a god who i faithful to the principle of increase he

with his wife procreates spiritualapiritual bodies containing intelligences

when they mature the parents come to an organizedorgani earthzedsed and prepare

tabernacles for these spirit children the gods concern that each

child learns the value of increase iais seen as the god helps shape

the political social economic and religious environmentenviroelviro ofant

people nationally and individually

the concluding chapter will illustrate the use to which

is

ent
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brigham young put hi philosophy of history theshe impact of his

philosophy of history was measurably greater because he applied his

basic principleprinciples to the contemporary events the declaration of

independence the restorationheatorationreatHeatrest oforation the fullness of the gospelgospels

prophets and priesthood polygyny laveryslaverylevery and the indiansindiana are a

few of the many items of highiehishiahla day to which he pointed as having

eternal significance and which proved the hand of god working in th

history of man according to the established eternal lawselaws nith the

termination of the preceding introduction thithisthlthiethle thesis proceeds with

brighambrigha youndtyoungtybungta philosophyphallosophy of history

inghav i

PhaLlosophy
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brigham young accepted a body of absolute truth or lawslawa

which ruled the heavens

mismls

cac1CHAPTER I1

THE REASONIEGBSASCMKG PROCESSES OF BRIGHAM youngTOCTGYOUBG AND

HIS VIEWS OF luisUISl

the gods en and the lower spheres cf the

hierarchy of matter the governing power inherent in this body of

laws ruled all the physical particles as well as the psychological

realms of all thinking and volitional creaturecreatures phenomenal and

noumenalnoumnoun areasmenaltenalmenai each were governed by set particular laws the

maintenance and sustenance of all particles of matter in a regular-

ity a conformity and a constancy betrayed the nature of the

overeignitysovereignityoverdignity of the heavens it was science or rigid lawlawl the laws

were not mere apparitionapparitions but were aa exact and real as the mathe

maticalmagical laws which applied to motion time and place and to

quantity eternal knowledge of everything came by enlightened

brigham young journal of discourses liverpoolLiver englandpoolt
horace S eldredge 18711 XII I1 28121 hereafterhe referredre toafter by
volume and page number

XIXII ppap 43 122
I1 p 1
XIV ppap 280281280
IX

281
p 330530

xatxt ppo 333555335

I1xivXII p 1221220

IIIill111ali ppap 305307505507305507305505
see

307507
appendix 1

men

1

3

1871 j XIIII

43t
Ps

po

sovereignilyity

4105
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godsgodt

8

understanding about the law which governed it the principles were

supreme the only valid fountain of truthetruthstruthbruthebruth
theth sphere immediatelymediatelyiraiialra below the laws was the realm of the

godagods who were independent and perfected in their individuated and

animated formformidormi aean scientific beings they lived by science and

law and were made what they were by law by the law they were and

would remain to all eternity because of their faithful adherence to

law although the godagods were governed by the absolute laws they

had free access to the sphere of law whereas man was once removed

from a direct elearclear concise and accurate knowledge of the

eternal cosmiccoamiccoeoic system any knowledge of this constant normalcy

which had or would be had by man came from god the father of that

particular man by revelation or inspiration law governed the

intellectual intercourse between god and man even though man was

in a state of intellectual depravity he had by law received a

capcioucapciouscapacious mind but its function while in the mortal state would

be such aoso as to prevent it fronfrom comprehending eternity or of

fathoming the first cause

xiii p 307507

mVIII ppo 20205a
hiIIsllyliy ppap 231251232 50050130030130050051
XIII

501301
ppe 148 305307505507305507305505

XI
307507

p 123125
IV p 266

VII p 2842840

1

2

themortal

3

1xitij

po

capclouscious

3

weren

eleary
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thiathis cause and

effect relationshiprelarelmreim was more enlightenment from god by the

nisterministernistormi of god the holy ghostoghostighostv who dispersed hlahiahishib influence through
2all god works the holy ghost was the minister of god and

christ to bring truth to our remembrance to reveal newnow truthatruthstruthe to

UBus and teach guide and direct the course of every mind in

IIIhll111bli ppap 305307505307305307305505
11II

307
PP 300301300501300 301501

if we could perceive and fully understand that all the
ability and knowledge we havey every good we pobeepoaeepossesspoagepo everyaee
bright ideaideal every pure effectionteffectionieffect andionnionilonn every good vision of
mind from our infancy to the present time are all the free
gift of the lord and that we of ourselves have nothing orig-
inal we should be emchsmch better prepared and far more ready to
act faithfully and wisely undeiundexdundei all circumstancecircumstances ttll11

aai2i ppap 50515051505550
VI

51
ppap 959895

VIIvilvlis
98

p 285

VI p 98

vivvis

begsee

colmiacommia cate

9

onceoneonde man recognized that the source of truth was in a realm

of absolute laws and that he was intellectually depraved then he

would understand that hlahiahis approach to truth knowledge principle

or law was through a mediator his father god all knowledge which

man ever had or would receive waawaswae relayed through the deity hefiehiefhe

wmswas indebted to god for hishiahla idea of an apron madbademade of fig leaves for

the steamboat the sewingowing machinemach andineninet the plows for stancesinstancesstanceaatancesin for

there was nothing original with man law bound god to communicate

with man if man responded properlyproperlyi he tranaformedtraaeformedtransformedtranetranatraae hiahishlahigformed position

as patient to one of an agent and the effect in thithl

1

tionshipt th

godt

gods

XIIIs

have

muohbetter

viis

V

3vitavit pap4 984

i

so

ewing
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bibletbeblet

eapenpulfedalfed

xivaxivt po

10

its operation the holy ghost used perceptual inductive approach

techniques andor touched the rational faculties deductive

approach when he quickened and vivified the understanding of man

concerning principles and their operations past present and

future

the places of deposit for many of the eternal lawlawslauiau divulged

to man by his mediatorMediamedla accordingtorttorytodt to brigham roungloungeyoungloung were the biblebibie

the book of mormon the pearlcearlzearlpeari of greatgroat priceprices and the doctrine and
2covenantcovenants yet these seemingly seifexplanitoryaelfexplanitory truthtruthstrutha were

engulfedenrulfed in a form of ambiguity which only was clarified by the
53expurgating power of the spirit of god after an extensive

perusal of these bookbooks man deduced many principles such aaas god

working in the history of the earth the settingciting up of his kingdom
4

in the last days which explained the history of this earth

inductively man obtained other principles whichhich were not

in these voldnesvolunesvolnmesslunesvo with the help of the holy ghost aas did brigham

young by a careful observation of the happenings to manban one uchsuch

example was the traditional rational argument to prove god

l1 p 22
x111xin ppap 305507305307305 507307
XIIx11j ppap 111112111

iv

112

p 70

III3111111ill311 ppap 335336535356535336335535

S411

336356

ppap 24525243245245245243245 24525

tb

lit pap0

etting

aich
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waawas

sobnob

liiv2iiv po 155135

iitait3viijliylly p 28

11

basically the main premisespromises were 1 there iais something or I1

actually exist and I1 am aware that I1 exist 2 man never comes

from nothing therefore he must be produced from something

3 nothing can produce man from something therefore there must be

something to produce man or the conclusion may be altered by ayingsayingbayingabing

that thinking things neverneer come from nonthinkingnon thingsthinking therefore

there were thinking thingsthingswhichproducedwhich manmantmanbproduced the traditional

rational approach to prove the existence of deity is a syllogistic

polarity the negativenega positiontivetire in this particular type of

syllogisticalyllogiaticalsyllogistioal reasoning is a nonexistentnon inexistent the philosophy of

brigham young yet it is consistantconsistentconsi withstant his basic position on

opposition

brighambright young felt that man was consciously aware that he

existed that he was alive and possessed sensuous and psychic
2facultiesfaculties an thinks thereforethereforeitherefor manei is fumedsumedaumea up his belief

that each man waawas consciously aware of his animation and feelingfeelings

rhualthusithual something existed or man a aware that he existed all
pacespace was filled with matter consequently there was no empty

pacespace nor anyay nonothingsnothingonoththing ningeingo thus man came from somethingsomethin rather than

nothing the third argument ie thinking things do not come

nothingSot doeadoeshingbing notnobno havehe existence it is a trawstraw man to
oppose something

2 p

exists

1

man

3

t

284

somethin9

trae
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godigodt

menuen 2

waawas

12

from nonthinkingnon thingsthinking H was stated by brigham young aaas one of his
natural principles till men were of the same species nienmienwhennhen a

genealogical trace was compiled from sonaon to father to grandfather

and so on until adaadam was reached all of those observed were of one

species like begets like or the sexual procreation process was

the only meanmeans whereby men obtained a mortal existence thus god

a thinking beingsbeingbelnas fathered adamadmadl and eveETC thinking yeingstbeingbeingst and

consequently all the rational entities upon the earth called en

by use of the personification argument a deductive conclusion

already concluded wa inductively proved or a conclusion was

reached inductively of an anthropomorphic deity

V ppap 202203202205202203202 203205
A natural principle is a cientificscientific law according to

brigham young

II11 ppap 1111139111115111ililii 1139115 284
VIII ppap 676
IV

7
ppap

1
i 1d

3

Us

2xlis

216217

3another example of thissthisthib mode of reasoning may be found in
volume VIII ppap 1563571563.57156 brigham357 young claimed that malonymaloryhistory showed
that since the daydaysdaye of enoch noah and onou down through the pat-
riarchs and prophets and christ and bincesince the time of christ when
the nationnations had turned their attention to the manufacture of
instruments of death they had used these instrumentinstruments in war the
united states england france germany austria italy and others
had used their inventive skill to createoreate theaethese weapons

from the authority of all history the deadly weapons now
stored up and being manufactured will be used until the people
are wasted away and there ieis no help for it the spirit of
revolution goes on through the nations it never boesgoegoesboeboea back

this i a form of inductoinductor deduction first events were
inductively observed from a deductively obtained source then
current events were observedobseryod and finally the principle was arrived
at rationally the method was deductive in that the conclusion was

11

is

216 217217i 271

another

evet

vilis
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lo10 jc

203205 which is that aonesomeeone conclusionconclusions were preconcludedproooncludedpre forconcluded the
person who accepted thiathis type of system even before he had fully
explored the extent of his world position

1 ppap 115117115

bid

117

VIII ppap 22 260
V p 256
the language problem will be solved in the celestial

sibido2ibido

13

the above discussed inductive and deductive methods were not

the rigid scientific methods or formal logic known and used in the

twentieth century ratherfrather the inductive was more similar to the

aristotelian approach to truth ieitesiteeltee artersaftersarterafter fewa observations

abstractabaabs thetract principle while the deductive approach was more of a

simple process of applying a revealed law to explain historical
happenings rather than to build a complex elfselfseif containing self
supporting scholastic statemsyatemsysternsy

the

stemnsternsterl

acquisition of knowledge was mostly an individual thing

because man was aisoalaoalso hampered by his language or particular ver-

nacular it inadequacy made it possible for himhisshins to divulge only a

little of the knowledge revealed to him by the holy ghost or to

divulge what he saw in the spirit when the vision of the spirit waawas

upon himhiahlahin the corruptnesscorrupt ofnebnea mangamans language was great enough that

not only was he unable to relate with a degree of competency the

simple truths around him to the understanding of others but hiahishlahib

language prevented him from understanding and conveying all the
2truthtruthstrutha that existed

forced to conform to the established cosmic laws revealed by the
holy ghost thithl revealed one of the predicaments of a cause and
effect system in which one thing had a bearing upon another IV

93

its

thia
P 2039

Is

227

heslanguageplanguageplanplenpienguage

nacular

eif
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epistemologically the structure of the mind was complimented

by the principle of opposites it could be said that brigham young

believed that cognate to the mind were two categories in which it
operated or functioned rather than the twelve categories of kant

the mind once it was consciously aware of its surrounding

environment found itself emerged in this mortality by an almost

endless combination of oppositeopposites which it fit into one of the two

categories this natural structure and function of the mind placed

in an environment of oppositesopposite provided man with experience and

information necessary for his eternal progression and those who

are enlightened by the spirit of truth have no difficulty in seeing

the propriety and the benefit to us of this tatestate of things the

very cognate structure of the mind and the environment of oppositopposites

were to prepare man for an eternal appreciation of the good

eternally contrasted with the evil nowrownon as he understood all facts

on earth and in heaven by contrast aoso would all the glory

kingdom the godagods possess a pure language as well as a system of
intelligence n perceptionpercPero iseption extended to other faculties than the
eyes in such a system the godesodsgodsgoda see before and behind without
moving their headeheads their ytemsystem of intelligence is auchsuchbuch that
knowledge is attracted as light cleavescleaver to light intelligence to
intelligenceintelligencciintelligenze and truth to truth I1 ppap 707170 conversations71
are engaged in without audible sound

theodore meyer greene edi kant selections new rorkxorluyorkzorlu
charles scribners sons 1929 P 66

ail2il2xiaxi ppo 42

ngolpICA

2

it
1

i

1theodore edof
po

ea

com lamentedlimented

etem
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branstransbrunsmigrated as could

every mans mind fromfro the mundane to a glimpse of the macrocosm

above all the differentiated material objects lay the sublime laws

which were in tune with the physical phenomenon and all noumenal

4activities immediately below the inanimate laws the gods dweltdweitt
K

then camecome the angels and5andband manleanran was just a little lower than the

angels the animalan vegetablelaaliaallaai and mineral kingdoms stretched out

xviiitxviiiXVII p 25828
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happiness enjoyment and bliss be known by their opposites this

is the decree this is the way the heavens are the way they were

2
and the way they will continue to be foreverfo andrevertrevery forever 112 truth

in the realms of man could only be fully manifest by its opposite

brighamBrig youngshaslhasi mind sometimes transmigrated

1

3

6

1
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illustration I1

BIERARCHYHIERARCHY OPOF BRIOHANbrtgrity roungYOUNG

laws

gods and spirit children

angels

man

animal

vegetable

mineral

unorganized matter

below the sphere of man the final and lowest level was unorgan-

ized matter

man then with the aid of the holy ghoati which he employedemp

by

loyedloyod

his righteous living could extend hisblehiahlahie intellectual knowledge

until he comprehended all things under the aspect of eternity

the longevity of all the principles and gods would be apparent and
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bofsofbor righteousness was equivalent to
intellectual love of principle by spinoza brighamBrigh young and

spinoza had some similarities in their logic mathematical
reasoning and their metaphysicsnotamotaneta determinismdeterminismlphysics but their
differencedifferences in logic metaphysicmetaphysics axiology and epistemology far
outweigh their similarities

ll11

waswag

wabwas

loveslovel it as the ultimate knowledge to which man
could and should attain in brigham youneyoungroune the ultimate knowledge
is gained when a man understands the eternal duration of principles
or laws under the aspect of eternityeternitys manbmans devotion and
loyalty to eternal principleprinciplesprinciplesof of

araaxa

tintlintintellectualalectual loveiove

ucauc4

17

the achievement of the intellectual love of principle greatly

furthered

the progression between the levels of the hierarchy could

only be found from man to the gods while anyone in these three

levels could experience a degression untilunti he reached unorganized

matter in such a decomposition behe would not pass into and through

the lower kingdoms but rather he would disintegrate into particles

of elements the second type of movement upward wa the organiza-

tion of individuated objects from unorganizecunorganisedunorganized matter such an

organization of the material of matter waawaswag not an evolving process

or a genetic evolutionary process but rather it was a procreationalpro

type

creational

of progrebionprogressionoprogressionsprogprogress eachsachreBionioneionolone of the six spheres were organized to be

independent and perfect in their cherespheresspheresph butereaeres a noted above there

wa movement from man to the gods such a hierarchy could have been

created by a logical extension of the principle of progression

thuethuathuelthusl man should thinkthinie in eternal absolutes and by a logical

john wildsildalid ed piazzaspinossapiaqzaSpi selectionsnoilanossa new york charles
scribnersScrib sonsnenanera 1950 ppap 63400563003630053400

spinozaSpin usesuaeauseaoasa thetho two tenntenstermstems under the aspect of eternity
and
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I1 animated
rational

4

are in speech compounded into this one nwnamenwenane bodye
animateanimated drationalrationalorationaldrat orionallonallonai man tf0 selections

&
p 4

again whosoever sees a an standing near him conceives thehainbain

hibhis

waawas

ittiti

aremre signs

habhas

18

extension of known absolute principles he would arrive at 2 2 ss

rather than encourage an evolutionary genetic type of inquiry

much of brigham youngs thinking had the exactness of

mathematics which waswaewaawms required to understand the cause and effect
world or machine in hi mental actions as wellviellweliweil as in the mental

2actions of man there wa a form of ratiocination basically

ratiocination was computation or addition and subtraction ie by

1 p 91914

IVivy ppap 202203202205202 203205
XIIIxii10 p 1711714

2frederick T SE woodbrideeioodbridgewoodbridgeWood edbridee hobbes selections newbew
york chariescharleacharles scribnersScrib sonsonsynebnes 19301950 ppap 121 31215121532 262121

this
6

ratiocination is that mode of thinking explained by
thomas hobbehobbes in elementelements of philosophy concerning body ll11 and
illustrated in leviathanleviathan the illustration from leviathan was
used in the text therefore the explanation from klementselements of
philosophy concerning the body followsfolfoi

but
lowalowb

how by the ratiocination of our mind we add and subtract
in our silent thoughts without the use of words it will be
necessarynecenoce forseary me to make intelligible by an example or twotwos if
therefore a man see something afar off and obscurely although
no appellation had yet been given to anything he will
notwithstanding have the same idea of that thing for which
now by imposing a namenamo on it we call it body again whenwhennwhenj
by coming nearer he seebseesees the sanesameeane thing thus and thuathus now in
one place and now in anotheran heothero will have a ne idea thereof
namelynameiy that for which we now call alchsuchbuch a thing animated
thirdilythiralythirdlyThiThirthl whenhendilyralydlly standing nearer p heh perceiveperceives the figureafigurefigureq hears
the voicevolce and sees other thingthings which ar ign of a rational
mind he has a third idea though it have yet no appellation
namelynameiy that for which we now call anything rationalerational lastly
when by looking fully and distinctly upon it he conceives all
that he ha seen a one thing the idea he has ieis compounded of
hlahiahishib former ideas which are put together in the mind in the
same order in which thebethesetheme three single names body

J
121

fromllements
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ll11 Selectionselectionsiselectionsj p 5
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lobbesfobbes

19

the mathematical manipulation of numbers or words one will arrive
at the abstract level of supersuporsuponsupen ideas obbes1obbes1 illustrated this
mathematical word manipulationmanipulatior in leviathan thusly lan was in a

state of warfare in nature in this utatestatemutate of savagery each man had

claim to all things the right to use all the meansmearismearls necessary to

defend himselfhimsel and he feared every other man if a belief were

added to the convictions of each man in this state of warfare that
he should geekseek peace and the meanemeans contracts and covenants were

provided by addition then a greater power would be produced the

sum would be the leviathan or artificial man or a commonwealth

which through the process of addition of absolute laws to manviandlannian and

the subtraction of sobesoesomeboe of his rights had turned the tatefatestate of

nature or natural warfare intontointo3 peace and trusttrutbruttruat anI1 illustration
of the ratiocination of brigham young focused upon the principle of

increase in reference to marnmanomalumane mannan was composed of eternal elements

whole idea of that man and if aaas he goes away he follow
him with his eyes only he will lose the idea of those things
which were signs of his being rational whilst nevertheless
the idea of a bodyanimatedbody remainsanimated still before his eyeeyes eoso
that the idea of rational is substractsubstracted from the whole idea
of menman that is to ay of body animated

mathematicalmagical

M ft V iai0 W

is

1 ibia

ed
rational and therethero

remaliaremainremalaarem thatalnaaLaaalas of boybod y animated and a while after at a greater
distance the idea of animated will be iestlestlost and that of body
only will remain aoso that at last when nothing at all can be
beenseen the whole idea will vanish out of eighteights by which
examplesexample I1 think it is manifest enough what i the internal
ratiocination of the mind without wordswwordedwordsogordee
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1designed to endure eternally if eternal laws that wouldlouid foster
increase were added a ranaan would develop a bellefbeliefbelaief and aithfaithraithralth strong

enough to stimulate him to active loyally to the eternal laeslaws if2

more laws wereviereweneviene added man would have more knowledgelwow powerledge glory

and wisdom then enough laws were added inanisanwarinalmarman would leave hishiahla

mortalnolmol statetal and attain godhoodCod thehood addition of procreation to

this man who had attained godhood would allowalloy him to have apiritacirit
progeny which would be an embryo kingdom andsnd if eternal loyalty

were added then a god in full stature would eventuallyeventually rule over

kingdomsking withoutdomsdons end it was possible to reason by subtraction

until a body and spirit were returned to their native elements

in conclusion mansmanti earthly environment and the heavens in

which he will abide were characterized by the principles of opp-

osites the two major categories of thought or descriptiveness in

man corresponded to the principles of opposites despite the

cognativeneescoxnativeness of his mindnind man could not kalowknow the truth or separate

the good from the bad without the aid of a mediator the holy ghost 9

who inductively andor deductively aided the mindnind of an A body
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orksonksarks to ishanrighanrisishambighan youryountourtoun helped man understandunders anda-ridaanaaand

explainex

J

mucimucunuciolain of the history of the earth deductivolydeduct4volydeductively on the other

hand man 8 mindaind againalain witheith the aid of the holy ghost could

inductivelyinduct arrivevely at some ernaleternale-i principles whichwhawhj werech deductive

in nature such a the existenceexistcne of god an exampleexa ofmapiemaple this as

the traditional rational argument to prove the ontologyontohonto3 of093 3od13od

the intellect of man operated best when deducing everything fromfront an

expansiveneexpansjlveneexpansive in regressionrog rathernathendathenrathnathression than an originality or genetic

evolutionary progression 17inallyfinallyiFinall theyi capriciousness of man

intellect aided by the holy ghost could capcspgxasp his being and

existence and some of the eternal laws under the aspect of

eternity and develop the ultimate in psychological subordination

the intellectual lovelove11iove of principlesprinci pleseplesopiene

I1 r

21

of th absolute truth deposited on the earth which was known as

the four standard

the

tandard t 0
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hitnit po 24274
II11iiilii ppap0 1240124
I1it pro 2192191 3195193194
brigham toungyoung iais not clear as to whether there is a static

realmreal of formsformafornatorna or ideaideas nor whether disorganization and ororganiza-
tion

gania
are meremoremenemone termterms describing two powers therefore the termterms of

disorganization and organization are used synomouslysynoiaouslybynosyno aaasmously power
there need be no separation of the birotirotwo

21 pap4

CHAPTER II11

THE GOVERNING lausLAWSLAWlaut composition

the earth on which homohono sapiensapins abide aaas well as the baatyaatvast

eternalsternal realmrealmsrealma of god is always in a state of constant flux and

change all thingst arega continuous recipients of either growth or

decay the principle of separation or disorganization is as much a

truth is a much an eternal principle aaas that of organization

both of these principles have always existed and will always exist
and their actions of composition and decomposition obey the

principle of the conservation of matter the principle of annihilaanni

tion

hila

ie the striking out of existence of something that haahas

beingboing aoso that there i empty spaceapace iais false therethereebere is no suchauch
2principle in all the eternitieternitieseternitiest

II p11

p 116
it may be saldsaidbaidbald that the use of the principle of annihila-

tion i improper annihilation i a term and a a bermterm implies
a power capable of creating empty apacespace by a total destruction of
some matter whenghen principle prefaces lirlifannihilation it tendtendsbends to
give annihilation an objectivejettiveob realityrealireallreail thetyetyo principle of
annihilation iais a straw man a means of contrast used to aid the
understandingunderstandings
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tovtotbov

sultsuiteuit hishiahla purposespurpo andaesaeases if he

failafailsfallsfalisrallaralia in this and in enticing unto evil thentheabheazhea hihiahishla object iais to

decompose to destroy that the good power the good influence maytbaymaymayy

1Is p 117

II11 p 91

II11 p 2562560 0

aoesooaee

on the antithesis altssitasitealbaalte decomposition and it disciple

satansatana he like god is subjected to principle or law but the

devil perpor formsforma on the principle of deatructiondestructiontdestructionsdeatdeet dissolutionructionduction ind

decopoaitiondecompositionodecompositions although he beeksseeks to annihilate and abolish the

principle of decomposition limits his action to disintegrate and

disorganize even though satan and hlahiahis helpers are in a state of

decompositiondecoaipoeitioni they have received some grace to abayataystaystey thiathis decay for

a time thebetheaethosethobe spirits cannot increase and compose aaas they werworewedwonewene

originated to do because they lack a physical body therefortherefore they

boekseekbeek to gain and control the mortal bodies of any animated being

this body

oftheodthe works of the framerfraner of the universeUniver

23

god and satan are symbols and advocates of composition and

decomposition respectfully representing the right position of this
polarity iais increase and god its advocate the lord operates on

thiathis principle by continuing to organizeorg toanizeanise add to to gather up

to bring forth to increase and spread abroad the1 principlePrin ofcipleaiple

improveimprovementmentsentmont iis the first cansecause of all thingthings and the etimulustimulusetletibtl
behind

mulunulu

bhethethobho true order of the

which although a borrowed one yet increases hibhiahishla

power so long a behe can wield it to axit hi

its

seeksto
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I1

edyedt even with this
dichotomous background operate with a degree of autonomy the

elements which are every moment either composingcomp orosingoaing decomposing

commence to grow or componecompose until they reach the senithzenith of their
perfection uhenwhenuhanshanshen this apex of perfection is reachedneatreat decayhedvhedt actaactssetsaetabets

in and theythoy begin to dissolve and decompose

ait2it PO 2192190aigalg

2

like himself become bereft of the power pertaining to an embodied

piritspiritcirit 1

the elements of which this earth is compoeedtomposedtcomposedcompotomposcomposcompoeeed

the elements which were used to organizeorganiseorganishorg thiathisanizeanise earth conoonconlaw

comitantlycogitantlycomit growantly inwardly while they may be composing with other

elementelements golditgoldingold and sliversilversliven grow and o0 doedoes every otherothorothonothen kindend of

metal the same as the hair upon my head or the wheat in the

field

24

so

0 O0
ttttatt2 the regular growth maturity decay and decompos-

ition cycle explains the physical history of thithisthlthia eartheearthsearth why are

the monuments towerslowers and pyramids in egypt erected in the daydays of

joephjoseph standing today while there are not any stone columncolumns erected

in those dayadays stilltill standing the formerformen were constructed of

adobies clay mixed with straw ieloeylaes a material still striving to

reach it perfection the stone used for construction had reached

its apex of perfection decomposition set in and it had all decayed

by the nineteenth century

here we have actual proof that the matter which i the furthest
advanced to a state of perfection iain the first to decoaposedecosposesdecomposesdecondecos

1llyillliy

poseyposes

p 116
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and go back into itsita native element at which point it begins
to be organizedorgani againcedsed it beginabeginsbegino to concealcon petrifygeall and
harden into rockdock which growagrowgrows like a tree but not so percep-
tibly 1

adobieaadobiestAdo ratherblestbiest than decaying marblemarbie san pete stone lime-

stone or red andsand stone should have been used in the nineteenth

century for construction purpopurposepurposessae within five hundred years the

adobies would harden into solid rock while the other ma-

terial I1 have mentioned will have decomposed and gone back to

their native elements

all

2

of manamans realm ieleetleeviest physical and psychological are

controlled by composition and decomposition the principle of

improvement which iain the first principle is the mainspringaainepringmainsprinx of all
the actionactions of manmw in fact all idea cogitation and labors

of man are circumscribed by and incorporated in this great principle

of life 11 it i the grand moving principle and cause of all the

actionactions of the children of en a well a embracingbracingon all the power

neceanecneonecessarysarybaryessary to perform the duties of life all labors works and

avocations if they are to increase and growbrow must be founded upon

this principle which is the starting point in this existence

1 p 219

id
see appendix II11

I1 p 91
I1 p 275 thiathis eternal principle is working in human

history and will disorganize all things evil

rocko

elements2

ideaao
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towards an endless progression

man because he innately possesses an instinct to follow

this principle of increase or improvement has an irresistableresistableirresistibleir urge

to attain the fruits of improvement or to become independent to

become god and to perform and achieve that whichAJ hech does not

understand although man is organized rorfor an independentanindependent existence

and to be selfsufficientself insufficient his sphere he must in order to

occupy and control all things in that spheressphere be operated upon by

good and evil while in his mortal probation man falls into error

and ultimately under the persuasion of decrease when he allows thithisthlthib

compulsive inner ungeurgeurgoungo of increase to prompt him to actions which are

beyond hi personal contemporary understanding adjustment of mansmants

noumenalnou realmmenaimonalmanal to the principleprinpriA ofciple increase is a rational operation

of the mind ie learn the limits of oneaonaonesonos knowledge and under-

standing then limit the urges of improvement to these areaseareasanease and

to avoid falling under the powerpoorer of decomposition when something newnow

is undertakenundertake knowledge should be obtained fromfrontromsron the predecessors

who have already performed the thinethingsthing
what should men do to enjoy increase they should love

eternal principles
men should act upon the principle of righteousness because it
iais right and i a principle which they love to cherish and seeaeeaoesoe
practiced by all menaen they should love mercy and because of
its benevolence charitychar loveityl clemency and of all its lovely

II11 p 316
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attributes and be inspired thereby to deal justly fairly
honorably meting out to others their just deservings

should

i
a man or a god be prompted by selfishness to embrace the

truth in order to give hlahiahishim either more power or authorityautmut thenhoritybority

they have been tricked by the devildevils A man or a god who loves

eternal truth knowledge wisdom and increase think it will make

them a ruler or a lord

because they are all powerful and by the aid of thithisthlthia power
they could send devils to hell torment the people of the earth
exercise sovereigntysovereignitysovereign over them and make them miserable at
their pleasure they would cease to be godskgodsj and a astfast as
they adopted and acted upon such principles they would become
devildevils and be thrust down in the twinkling of an eye the
extension cfof theirtheirthgir kingdom would cease and their godheadgod head
come to an end

laIs there a more pecificspecificpeci illustrationficsic of this principle of

increase and decrease init the daily decisions of man tesiyestes suppose

a saint of the latter days would give up his religion in order to

go and seek after thetho things of the world to obtain riches to

seek after goldsold in california australia or elsewhere he would

cease to increase the opposite principle would seize the man and

cause him to decrease leasenlessen decay diminish and waste away in

quantity and quality this manananamansmansnans physical organization beginbegins its
return to his mother earth be bebinbeginbegins to descend into hellhellaheilaheliaheilheii in the

final step after christ returns at the close of the milleniummillennium thithl

mansmants piritspiritcirit along with the rebellious will be thrown back into

1 p 119

2 p 117
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to choose life iais to choose those principles which are in

the gospel repository that will lead to an eternal increase

nothing short of these will retain life for man in an individuated

state of beingsbeing or in other words life is to choose an eternal

existence in an organized capacity with the accumulation of every

property and the principleprinciples that are designed to ennoble enrich

enlarge and increase the dominion of man to increase in endless
4

knowledge wisdom power and every gift of god

morality is loyalty to or love of eternal principles rather

than satisfying the lustslusta of the flesh the term morality

x p 118

I1iiaiiq ppe 1241240

53isais p 3525523520

41 po 349wW
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their native element there to remain myriads of years before their
dust will again be revived before they will be reorganized 1

thus aenaanmenmensmans whole duty is to adapt and conform his mental

and physical life to the eternal principle of increase god

designed nanman intelligence to adjust to this eternal principle

when he dowedendowedendowedea it withirith capacities to grow spread abroad accum-

ulate and endeavor to enjoy greater happiness glory and honor

and continue to expand wider and voider until eternity is compre-

hended by it
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peoreopee

posspossepoas c

I1 hilewhilehiie morality or

to increase and immorality or to decrease form a directionalbidirectionalbi

existence man may adhere to only one of the two alternativealternatives his
agency or birthright which is limitedunited and cannot infringe upon that

law of increase iais lost or disposed of aaas did esauosauseauesau of old only

once morality as it is a cause and effect relationship means

dynamic progression or active change towardtowardecowarde higher spheres of

existence man has within reselfhimselfruself the power to and must follow

either the organizing flux or disorganizing flux he cannot stand

still and refuerefuseresuerefuresu toe participate in either direction of the changechsoa2

the death of physical entities is decomposition while death

II11 p 5625673674362
see appendix III111ili
ibid

it is not clear whether composition i a mechanical law or
a law poaseosing some consciousnessconscious

there
nesso

iais a strong possibility that it is anau allpervasiveall
conscious

pervasive
force so in tune with psychic actions that the moment a

man or god letletsiet something besides love of principle enter his thinkthinks
ing whenrhen mailingmakingmalting decisions it withdraws that beings power this
calls for a god who iais personal in the realm of principleprin andciplet yet
mechanical in operation

A second alternative equal in persuasive force i the
mechanistic view truth cleaves unto truth and evil unto evil
man continues as a selfconsciousseifselfbelf beingconscious only aaas long aaas he cleaves
unto truth in an unselfishselflessunselfish mannerselfless these ar the sense-
less

reorganizedorganized

aremre

himkim

sibido2ibido
V

31t
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distinguishes the righteous and the sinner in reference to their
basic adherence to either increase or decrease

determining truths which control all rationalratio selfconsciousbelrselfbeir consciousnalsnaltnais
beings ie either sending them on to eternal expansion and
increase or to be dissolved and disorganized and placed back into
their native elements to be re organis redped after myriadsssyriadsmyrimyni ofadeads yearayears
without any affinity for an these are ruiearulearules and principlesprinci thatpieepleepleb
man cannot manipulate but which manipulate hi

only
2

hi

3
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in reference to man is separation of the body and spirit and deco-
mposition ohenthen a man or a tree diedle there is another conditioncqndit1 of

lifeilfelafelare that operates upon the body of maimwmal upon animalsani uponnialsrials

vegetation and upon mineral the example of the death of man will

illustrate this definition of death once the spirit ha departed

life which principle of life is inherent in the native elements of

which the body lais composed tillstill remains in every particle of the

untenanted body which causes it to decay this life in the unten-

anted body is in a different way and producesproduce different effects

than those observed while the spirit wa in it there is not a

particle of elementeleeie whichnent is not filled with lifeilfe and all apacespacebrace iis
filled with element

hashag

tat1IV p 5
VIII p 28

eifellifel

desorgdisorg

C

iiiiiiiv pe 277

I1ais2is ppap 118 34939

n death for physical bodies is merely

these bodies passing through another system of life
the death of the spirit i to alaoalsoaino refuse anarxari eternal life

of increase and extension in an organizedorgani capacityzedsed but rather to

accept and be content to decompose and return again to native
2elementelements

these then lreare the principles of growth and decay comp-

osition

cor

and

m

decomposition

po

organizationorganisationoroanization animationanizationanizaand tiondisorganization

expressed on the level of eternal law the level of the supernatural

the level of the physical creation the level of morality inijailalla man
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and the gods and in the death of all things thesetheselthesey then are the

principles upon which all things exist this then is the

expression of the earth as part of eternity and the eternal

processproces3csprocessosprocesss

time is a certain portion of eternity alloted to the existence
of these mortal bodiesbodiee which are to be dissolved to be de-
composed or disorganized preparatory to entering into a more
exalted state of being it i a portion of eternity alloted
to this world and can only be known by the changes we see in
the composition and decomposition of the elements of which it
is composed 1

II11 p 8
see appendix IV
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CHAPTER 111IIIili
THETHB foundationfouwFOIWfoum OFDATION WORLDS eternalBTERNALSTEVNAL polygyny1POLYGYNY

eternal

1

plural marriage is another of the eternal laws that
encompasses the entire history of man his world and hiehis salvation

it not only laylayslaya the foundation for worlds for angels for gods

for intelligent beings to be crowned withidith glory immortality and
2eternal livesliverilves but it also lays the foundation upon which every

kingdom is built the gods posses and rule over many kingdoms

which consist of their own progeny and

every man who is faithful and gets a salvation and glory and
becomes a king of kings and lord of lordalordr or a father of
fathers it will be by the increase of hi own progeny our
father and god rulerulesruie over his own children wheneverI there isia
a

i

god in all the eternities possessing a kingdom and glory andandiend
power it iais by means of his own progeny

polygyny or plurality of wives has been and i the principle govern-

ing the marriage relationships among the gods and upon all the

worlds the sporadic aexualsexual union of one male personage with

several female personagesperson micallycoamicallycosmicallycoscoaageaages bound to him is the only mean

of procreation sanctioned by the gods for the mortal state and the

brighambrigbam youngbyoungayoungs definition of polygamy i closer to
polygyny rather than polygamy therefore the term polygyny is used
his definition of the term monogamymonokmonog suggestedamyaay the use of monogyny

I12111 ppap0 90900goe
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hesretbet when he was afraid he would not increase on the
4earth became a polygynistpolye althoughyaist kiefskinfs david and solomoncolomon

practiced polygyny it was the law of the great patriarch abraham

that the jewsjes at the time of christ cited to justify their polygy-

nous practices the jews still had retained the knowledge that

before they could lay just claim and receive the blessings of

of abraham and be of abrahamabrahamsabrahan

501301

5ixthixt po 322522

wixs3ixs po 321521
XIyityib p 328

11 p 01

X p
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realm of the gods

polygyny rather than monogyny and polygamy the creations

of man wasiras the institution governing matrimony initiated on the

earth polygyny first appeared when adam came to the earth with

eve one of his wives it has characterized most of the periods
2of history adam enoch noahkoah abraham isaac jacob nosesmoses

david solomon and the prophets down to the days of the apostles

practiced polygyny as3 well as the latterdaylatter cainancaintn1paintsday especially

abraham as a biblical referentreferentsrefe standsrentsrentt out VB a landmark in

polygyny he

a seed and an heir according to the

promise they had to emulate abrahams mode of procreation

it ppap 505150
XI
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I1introduced it wherever

they extended their boundaries thus romehome was called the lstressmistressmistressestressw

of the world thus this monogamic order of marriage so esteemed

by modern christianity as a holy sacrament and divine institution

is nothing but a system established by a set of robbers H

monogyny as instituted by the romanromans has stimulated the growth of

prostitution and whoredom in the christian nonomonogynicgynic cities of the

old and new world the extent of corruption is uchsuch that christian

oabsabines

dutdua ced

iyllyl stand precariously

on their rotten and decayed foundation

despite the acceptance of monogyny and its sanction by the

XI p 128
although in volume IX p 322522 brigham young clearly states

that monogamy was established by the romanahomana Mshis broader view is
accepted rather than the narrower view in volume IX

X p 322522

I13xii p 128

5

monogyny which has no part in the economy of heaven was

the exception rather than the rule before the roman empire the

wandering womenlessmenlesswomanlesswo brigandebrigandsbrigands1bri 11gands who founded romehonehome introducedintrointrodua

women whom they stole from their near neighbors the oabinesbinesbabinesoa into

their body politic in hopes of attaining and maintaining through

procreation a balance of power against their neighbors their lawalaws

favored monogyny rather than polygyny as a means to more equally

distribute the scarcity of women among their large unmarried male

population monogyny spread as the romans

institutions both nationally and religiouslyreligious

34
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force of law the protestant reformers approved of biblical poly-

gyny As early as 1522122 martin luthertuther argued for polygyny as a

means to reform the marriage institution the effecting of poly-

gyny although on a small scaletscale did not receive official recognirecagni

tion until 15391559 it was in this year that ilartin11artin lutherluthen and the

other major reformers consented to philip landgravelandgravelandt ofrave hessehegge

taking a second wife

plurality of wives as well as the ordinance to forn eternal

marriage bonds between a man and hlohishio wives wis anainagain officially

introduced to the saints by the lord in a revelation given to
2joseph smtthjsiithsmithsmite it was that principle which has always been prac-

ticed by the servants of godsod that principle which if obeyed allowsallowa

its practitianerspractitioners to be the seed of abraham andznd lay claim to the

blessings of abraham according to the promise that principle which

is popular in heaven reinstated on the earth it as that

institution which perpetuates and preserves life as hainetaainetagainet monogamy

which tends to destroy life that institution which waswaewes and is
established by god and thunthusthue does not break any constitutional law

XI p az1z
see appendix V
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of the united states
polygyny i that way of lifelifilfe ine which only thoethosetho whoe enter

2can become gods this patriarchal order of marriage which is an

holy order and law for the latterdaylatter saintssaintaday can only be entered

into by the faithful the honorable priesthood bearersbearens not the

ungodly it is by this marriage system then that menren have a

definite connection and consciousconscona awarenessrciousclous that the earth is only

a part of eternity that he is in eternity ev while on the earthearthsearthe

first he is aware of his connection with the spirit world by his

duty to prepare tabernacles for those holy and purcpurepune spiritssp wholimitslirits are

waiting to come to the earth so they will not be forced into

families of the wicked these spirits clamor so anxiously to come

to the earth that they will take the lovestloviest fleshlyez coveriiipcoveriijpihly ratherj

than do without and will say it me have a tabernacle that I1

may have a chance to be erfectedperfectedperfected yn secondly a polygynist is
participating in the future by actualizing heavenly arriaretarriactauriacTarriarr onaciarelarelape the

earth the system which if properly followed by man makes him king

of kings lord of lords fatherather of fathers prince of princer it
is the beginning of his increaseincreageincreaoein thecreaGe evidence of his allegiance to

the principle of compoampo githit lonion the beginning of hinhis kingdom his

jvi p 45

XI p 269
see appendix1d
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exaltation

along side the cosmic nature of the law and the eternalityexternalityeterna

of

lity
the law its application and shaping of history and the direct

command of the lord for the latterdaylatter saintsday to reactivate the

principle it was reinstated to raise up a royal priesthood upon

the earth to the lord to teach the people to live by principle

rather than lust if they expect to gain perfection to produce

children who would add honor and glory to their parents and

finally to help the sisters to be mothers of holy men and women

to receive and conceive in the namenannam and by the power of the

holy ghost to bring forth their fruits to the praise and honour of

the god of heaven n

all those who abuse the blessingsblessin ofcs polygyny as did david
2will be thrown down to hell those such as the congress of the

united states who fight against the almighty and attempt to dictate

to the almighty by their recent laws 1862

e

1

3 serve the devil the

advocateadvocato of decreasedecredeoredeone andaaeabe decomposition it is the reintroduction

of this cosmic marriagebarriage law that has caused the oppositionOpposit tolonion ueuse

all his means to destroy it or make it ineffectual

this then i the eternal principle of plurality of wivesnives

xiixthixt ppap 3633056573637036373652363775636
III111ili
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in its idealogicalideological formforarona expressed in history especially before the

roman empire and among the latterdaylatter saintosaintsday it is the expression

of physical intellectual and moral increase it is the sign of

lawslawt

the true believersbelibellbeil theeverst true road to godhood the correct earthly

institution ifit is the test of a people to obey and live by

principles rather than lust to exalt law rather than avid desires

of the fleshfleshyriesha thischistthist then iais god who is bound by law the law of

polygamy actively shaping this earthy history by teaching his

offspring from polygynous relationships the correct mode of matri-

mony the pathway to godhood and SatansatanssatanslsatanagatansSa thattanatans great decomposer

attempts in history to destroy human life on this earth and alaoalsoaiso to

decompose the progeny of god to their native elements by monogyny
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formformssormsorn a perfect chainchaingcheincheing the links of which cannot be
separated one ha perfect order laws rules regulationregulations
organization it formsforma fashions makes creates produces
protects and holds anin existence the inhabitants of the earth
in a pure and holy form of government preparatory to their
entering the kingdom of heavenheavens

on

2

the otherothor hand the priesthood of satan is a rope of sand which

iais calculated disjointed jargon confusion and discorddiscords the formerforner

is the higher order of spiritualism ie to be led by the law of

heaven that evernsgovern and controls the godagods and angels while the

latter is the lower form of spiritualism the tormenformer is the law by

tedled bovernoverr y

bupsupsupernaturalernaturaler rulednatural
over by the devil these twoto priesthoodspriest diametricallyhoods oppose

each other on the one hand the priesthood of the son of god

0 10

habhas

CHAPTER IV

priesthood THE PKRFECTPERFECT SYSTEM OF laesLAASLAWS

thetho realm of the supernatural designated as heaven is
ffoverned by a heavenly institution the priesthood of the son of

god which is in opposition to the realm of the

which all beings in heaven live the law by which they were sancti-

fied purified and glorified before they could abide in heaven

the latter is without law the former is the power and authority
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satlasatiasatisfledfiedriedmiannman
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0

by which god not only governsgr butoverne which he gives to hlahiailiahislils children on

the eartheearthseartho it is by the power of his eternal priesthood that the

father and god of this earth dispersesdisperaeadi8persesdisper alleegaea truth which dwells in

hi 8 bosom to hi children

the priesthood of the son of god i the only means that can

satisfy the deepest longings in man yan was organizedorgani uponzedsed prin-

ciples which pleased his organizerorganiserorbOrg theseaniser principles within man

which craecrave to be released fromfronsfroni their uneasieness can only be

satisfied by man when he obeys certain laws the spirit or intellig-

ence which god has placed in man i that innate frustration seek-

ing for somsorsomethingtethingbething which he man does not understand or possess the

principles or laws which will place in his possession what he is
seeking the power of thisthia innate desire or search for imperish

ables is enough that had we worlds to commandcowand and dictate in our

finite state with the authority and power we now possessnossposs iteast would

not satisfy the mind

the inherent nature of manfian can only be satisfiedsatiafied then by

obtaining those principles which will preserve to each man hi

identity throughout eternity hlahiahis ability to increase in wisdom

knowledgeknowl perfectionedget and power man can only be happy if and when

x p 330550530
xinXIIIJ ppap 2802812802810280
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he finds and abides by these laws

eternal existence for man depends solely upon hishie acceptance

and active integration of the holy priesthood into his life only

the priesthood is that system of perfect laws principles and

governments which if adhered to by the intelligent mannan will
preserve hishiahla tabernacle in its identity forever not dissolve it
back into its native element only the priesthood enables man to

knowknorno which laws and principles tend toward eternal life and those

which tend to dissolve man back into his native element

this inherent principle ie of worship reverence seek

ing after something superior to what he possesses has been among

the nations from the beginningbeginnings it is because of this principle

that all people have been driven to seek for that something not in

their possession

thithisthlthia innate deainedesire spurred adamadamsadamy seth enoch and all the

holy men of godgodogode concomitant with this desire of adam seth enoch

abraham lot and many others down to the days of the prophets who

were rejected by the people was the holy priesthood which could

preserve every personal identityentity throughout eternity it was the

blessings of the priesthood which only a few of the jews were able

to sharehare at the time of jesus christ it is the same power and
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knowledge given to maninanrhanthan again in the last dispensation

in the garden of eden satan revealed hiahiehishla priesthood which

pretended to satisfy the deep longings in man this antithesis ha

been the major source of confusion in man when he ha tried to find

the eternal principles to maintain hlahiahis personalpe identityreonal

adam taught the sameaanesane principles and las of the priesthood

to his children that enoch used in preparing his people to be trans-

lated abraham overthrew the idols of his father to obtain the

priesthood of the sonsn of god and a promise that hi seed would

increase without end abraham passed the priesthood on to hlahiahishie son

isaac who in turn passed it on to jacob and jacob to the twelve

patriarchs

the true power of the priesthood has always been opposed

by the bogusboguallbogusbagua powertpower1powers of satan especiallyspecially is this evident in egypt

when moses appeared before pharaohRhar theseaoh ancients understood in a

measure how to command the elements and they understood enough of

the keys and powers of the priesthood to compete against moses

before pharaoh the magicians of egypt caused frogs to comecone upon

the land turned the waters of egypt into blood and many other wayaayaways

attempted to deceive pharaoh as to the true coin or power but

IX p 8

III2xiii111illglihll p 280280
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there was one thing they could not do ihenyhenwhenahen they turned their statstaffcstafstaffa

into serpents before the king their staffs were unable to swallow

aaronieaaron1aaaronfe staff
the prophets between moses and christ enjoyed this priesth-

ood but the people enjoyed the blessingsblossings of it only in parto the

saviour possessed the priesthood by it he was able to command the

elemenelements ieyieleylevaey speakunpreceivedspeak bypreceivedprece hisived apostlespostles and the multitude

to the elements around hin to create bread and fish to feed the

I1

lagilaws

multitude he understood the elements ilehellelie possessed the keys and

powers of commanding the elements the aane process turned the

water into wine at the weddingwadding in canaan jesusjesua understood by the

powers of the priesthood as did the people frofrom the beginning the

difference between the principles of life and death true riches and

ralbefalefalseraieraibraibe riches composition and decomposition

this same priesthood i which was revealed to joseph jmithamith

laid the foundation of the latterdayIatterlatter saintday religion in the nine-

teenth century by thisthia sanesamebane power the latterdaylatter saintsday if
they obeyed the proper lasi could gain enough power of the priest-

hood that they could apeakspeak to the elements and create their food

staffatuffsstuffa and material objectobjects rather than go throuxthroughthrouj the long process
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by this
same power the kingdom of god as established on the earth in the

nineteenth century will spread and subdue the earth save and

exalt the obedient latterdaylatter saintsday

satan has revealed his priesthood also mesmerismhesmerismmesHeselmera amerism truth

inverted by satan which includes among its varied forms astrology

vase dancing table rappingnapprapp andingl reproduction of handwriting by

mysterious Tteansmeans becamebecamebecanebeca popularme among socalledso saintssaintsaintecalled but itsita
most acceptable form ccnsistsconsists in healing the sick animal magnetism

is being perverted by evil men to further the purposes of the

devil 53

possibly the most powerful weapon used by satan is false

revelation henwhen the holy priesthood is returned to the earth the

lord also allows the evil spirits to communicate with men again

hilewhilehiieuhlie the saints receive revelationrevelations from heaven the world

receives revelations from every foul spirit which has left his body

in this life thesethege foulsoulsoui spirits are floating around here and

searching and seeking whom they can destroy for they are the ser-

vants of the devil and they are permitted to come now to reveal to

1

44

of plowing planting and harvesting or sianufac turingluringmanufacturing
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the people should the united tatesstates refuse the revelationrevelations from

god then they would receive enough false revelations to damn the
2nation until they hearkened to the voice of god

these evil spiritistspiritsispiritstspispirlspiri whichritsitst are numerous around each man are

continually seeking to encourage the slightest evil disposition in

each man the saints having the priesthoodf have more power and

right to rebuke them than the world and they also have the powerpoerpoetpowen to

discern between true or false revelation and the workings of a good

or evil spirit besides the aid of the priecthoodpriesthood there are

innumerable angels around men taking cognizance of their every act

as individuals and as nations by these two means the lord brin

more perfection and absolute deliverance to those who trust him and
4are ready to receive the sarmesaraesamesamme

the priesthood has always set up the kingdom of god and the

plan of salvation on the earth only by revelation which comes

only through the priesthood can man understand this interference in

hiabishiohla affairs the priesthoodPriest andhoud itsite keys when properly understood

can unlock the mysteries of heaven to the fullest satisfaction of
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any man 9 and it will redeem the earth the saints must make the

fathers and children perfect by welding them together in a holy

rieathoodriesthoodpriesthoodriest ie9ieeioelevleeieahood a chain frofromrnordo damkdamadam to the last generation on the

earth thus the priesthood causes temples to be built in the topatops

of the mountains as they did in kirtland and nauvoo and it restores

certain ordinances to man which are necessary to create thigthisthrathag chain

of priesthoodpriesthoodsPriest

the

hoodahoods

priesthood and kingdom of god have been on the earth

from time to time in varying degrees but this dispensation has

the fullness of the gospel for the last tinetineetime the priesthood ha

beenbeebem sent to regenerate the world to send wisdom light and

intelligence out fromfrorfronaror ionlion to purify the orldworld to remain on the

earth and determine its final course

I1 can tell you something more brethren and sisterssi andsteral friendsifriendstfriend
and

sist
the united states and all the world the lord almighty will

not suffer iliahisble priesthood to be again driven from the earth
even should behe permit the wicked to kill and destroy this people
the government of the united statesjtates and all the kinskine of the
world may go to war with us but god will preserve a portion of
the meek and humble of this people to bear off the kingdomkinnKinc todom

the inhabitants of the earth and will defend hishiahlahie priesthood
for it is the last time the last gathering tine and he will
not suffer the priesthood to be again driven from the eartheearthseartho
they may massacrenassamascanaesa mencre women and children but the lord will
not suffer them to destroy the priesthood and I1 ay to the
saintsfaints that if they will trulvtrula practise their religionre theyligOn
will live and not be cut off

by the power of the priesthood joseph smith was called and
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ordained to lead this lantlast dispensation on the earth andin the

heavens he is directing this work by the poerpowernower of thiathis priesthood

and all from the time the priesthood waawas taken from the earth until
it winds up cannot enter the celestial kingdom without hishie permis-

sion

the priesthoodI bearers have nowerpowermower over the first and second

deathdeathsdeathe 71hilepjhile the followers of satan will degenerate and dissolve

back into their native elementtheelement priesthoodthe bearerbearers will increase

grow produce compose progress and extend forever A this power

lets them commence increasing on the earth by binding or loosing

whatsoever they please it will aloalsoaioaiso place them above the second

death free from it they shall be its master they will have

learned and practiced the eternal principles in the priesthood

their personaldensDersmens identityonalonai will have been maintained and they will

know how the powers of the priesthood have influenced and shaped

the destiny of the world and its inhabitants and how the destiny of

future worlds will be shaped ittt will be clear then how god has

followed the principles of increase that is how he has tried to

compose and extend by attempting to save and exalt every manmn thus

these men would give their loyalty to increasing and fight unorgan

izationiaation and chaos
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CHAPTER V

MANMAM

matter was organizedorgani andzedsed brought forth into intelligenceintelligences

by god in accordance with those principles which governed the crea-

tion of intelligences from mattenemattermatteremattednatter obeying1 the eternal principles

of procreation gomesome of the intelligences were begottenbegot bornteng or

fathered by celestial parents possessing celestial bodies each set

of celestial parents begot thesetheae spirit childrenildrenlidrenoh for their own

particular world aaas were the spirits for this particular earthearthy who

were iredsired and dameddarneddamneddammed by one set of celestial parents god the

great eloheimkloheimklosheim of this earth and his wife

in this first estate the ciritapiritaspirits destined for thibthiathis earth

with their great variety of capacities and nobilities began their

first experiences for ages they were educated in the celestial
world they became acquainted with every nook and corner with the

palaces walks and gardens
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A crises cane to a head as many of the spirits in prepro

existence reached the height of their growth development and

purposeful activity A council of gods and the noble spirits was

convened to determine the course these spirits should taetake on their
progression toward godhood two plans received recognition ie
the forceful determinism or compulsory salvation supported by satan

and the free agency plan supported by christ which followed the

establishedaablishedeae4 eternal plan or principles short ar of ideologies

commenced but it ended in a fiancofiascoflanco for satan a brilliant and

influential character who claimed the privilege of having control of

this earthy and1 hia followers christ and his disciples cast the

recalcitrant onethirdone ofthird the spirits out of heaven hilewhilehiieuhlie the

onethirdone wasthird doomed to decompose after their work of persuasion

should continue on the earth until its end the other twothirdstwo

were

thirds

to be born on the earth to parents and further they were to

follow the road to godhood and composition

oheimsloheinfloheimeloSloeioFl mahovayahovayahovallYaYahheimheinhelm hovaovailovall and ichael or adam who organized the

earth fronfrom the eternal raw materials which float in the immensity of
2pacespace gave for motion and life to this material world they

arranged the mineral kingdom in itsita sphere of life as well aaas the

animal kingdom which was brought from another planet to this earth
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the vegetable kingdomkinc ondorm this earth likewise s adapted from

another pianetplanetpl inarietarlet fact adam brought all the variety of seeds from

another planet and planted themthernthenn in the soil of this earth the

reat governing law of existence ie everything is placed in its
sphere and order rather than biological evolution governed the

creation when the telestial machine was preparedprepa orredsredf governed by

law and set in motion a garden the garden of meneden was prepared

on the americanmericanJk continent for man

the first history of man upon the earth begarbeanbogarbegan withrith the first
man dan

ahenyhenvhenghen our father adam came into the garden of eden he came into
it with a celestialcelgolcei bodyboestial andt brought ev one of hlahiahishib wives
avithwithvvith hlll Hhe helped to make and organizeordorg thisanizeanise worlds lieilelle is
MICHAEL141chaelo the archangel the ANCIENT OF darsDAYSDAYSIdarsi about whom holy
men have written and spoken he iais our FATHER and our GOD

an iviidi o3y god with whom E have j do

this firstrinat man irregardlessirregardleas of what was written in the bible was

not created from the dust of the earth but hlahiahis tabernacle was

begotten by his father in heaven adamadaa nor the beasts were not

constructed a adobies are constructed because there is noxiorioruo suchauch

principle in the eternities rherewhererhenechere the gods dwelldwells but had god

created adam out of clay as bricks are formed and breathed life into

him and left him in that state of supposed perfectionperfecti he would

it p 93

XIII p 171
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have been adobieadebie to thiathis day helie would not have known anything1anythingsanythinf4anything

the

11

irstfirstarst man and woman da and lve who appeared on the earth

fereivere brought here from another planet as the offspring of parentsparen

adam4damt

tso

the god of this earth and eveuve his wife entered the earth in

the garden of deneden in celestial bodies which becamebecane mortal only when

they had eaten enough of the coarse materials and forbidden fruit
that it became diffused throughout their bodies consequently

their childrenchildrexchildred whom they were then permitted to have would have

mortal tabernacles

vilevil and sin as having2ving reality not just mere ignorance or

the absence of good were introduced to the human family by the

II11 p 6

2 p 50
illliilil p 365565
IV1vt ppap 217218217
XI

218
p 42

VIII p 285
after men have got their exaltations and their crowns have

become godgodsgoda even the onssonssonabona of god are mademad kings of kinskings and
lords of lords they have the power then of propagating their
species in spirit and that is the first of their operations
with regard to organizingorgan aising world power is then given to
them to organizeorganic the elementseleeie andmentz then commence the organiza-
tion of tabernacles ho can they do it have they to goco to
that earth resteayesieates an adam will have to go there and he cannot
do without eve he must have ve to cosmienceconcos the workork of
generation and they will go into the garden and continue to
eatsat and drink of the fruits of the corporeal world until this
grosser matter ieis diffused sufficiently through their celestial
bodies to enable them according to the established lawlaws to
produce mortal tabernacles for their spiritual children
VI p 275

xvin p 258
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transgression of adam and evedveJ this transgression occurred when the

devil who had with his followers proceededprece adameded and isvelilve to the

earth temptatiouslyteriptatiouslytemptatious deceived eve the introduction of in opened

the door to godhood because t no intelligent being could be

exalted with the gods without being subjected to the temptation of

sin that he might know and understand the power of the adversary
2the opposite to goodness H had this evil not been introduced

and had adam and his posterity continued onot the earth they would

have been likeilke machines and could never have reached the level of

enjoyment of the brute and probablyprobabprobabl not the level enjoyed by the

vegetable kingdom thus the fall of adam introduced mortality with

its concomitant sin temptationptationttemter weakness trials and ultimately
4death by ainsinalnsina mortality provided the necessary probation for

man to test his worthiness for exaltationF

the pattern was now formed the dye et the cause and

IIIlei111 p 56936903695690

2viaviavis2vis p 144

it i my fullest belief it was the design of the lord that
adam should partake of the forbidden fruit and I1 believe that
adam knewknow all about it before he came to this earth I1 believe
there wa no other way leading to thrones and dominions only for
him to transgress or take that position which transgression
alone could place man in to descend below all things that they
might ascend to thronesth principalitiesronea and powers for they
could not ascend to that ealeaiemiaeminencenence without first descending nor
upon any other principle t II11 pro 301302501502301501 302502
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effect relationships were evident as was the modified determinism

operating upon man the written history of every man since adam to

be accurate must be written to show the forces of good and evil
working on and in him it must begin at a birth and end at a death

this history must seeaee each man as a house divided against itself a

house surroundedsurround by multitudes of evil spirits and angelsangela who are

both attempting to gain the loyalty of man here then was the

struggle between the two opposing supernatural forces evil and good

which i extended to the realm of man

shat was the background against which manban was organizediorganisedorganizedorsaniorgani

hat4hatahat

zedisedzed

capacities and abilities erewereweneene hishiahla hatwhat eternal laws made him

free to a certain extent from each force working on him in mortal

ity vjhat then was the relationship between his spirit and his

tabernacle and hishiahla environment

pan

I1

bhattwhatt

it Asis in the rock the sand the dust in water
air thetho gases and in short in every description and organiorganiza-
tion

aa
of matter whether it be04 solid liquid or gaseous parti-

cle operating with particlepar

it

etiole
was from these elements that mans body as wellweilwelivrell as the earth and

occasionally a word or hortshortshott phrase which possibly would
not be in brigham youngsyoung8youngtsyounga vocabularvocabulary is necessary to condense the
ideas of brigham young from several paragraphs

II211111 p 2

is

is
waters

1cecasionally

2770

ea

materialistic lifismlifiamliliam focused the metaphysical background

against which man made hishiahla first debut on the earth every particle

of element which fills all space around man was full of life
there i life in all mattermatters throughoutthrou theshout vast extent of all
the eternities

yv
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its appurtenances received its substance but from mans spirit
his body received its continuance once the body was disjointed

from the spirit its the blodysbodys elements continued to have life
or a principle of life operated in the untenanted tabernacle the

air man inhaled while animated in hlahiahis mortal tabernacle was the

greatest source of life and nourishment even greater than the solid

foods and was full of life and vitality and its volume fills
immensityimnensityimiriensity the life in man although individuated was a part of

an eternity of life organized into a spirit man by obtaining his

mortal tabernacle of eternal matter came into a conscious mortal

existence surrounded by an ephemeralephaPh organizationemeral of eternal

elementsclements hat7hatahat he beheld in organizedorgviized form once was chaos hat17hat

he understood as growth in his body and in all growinggrowingr vegetation

waswacwae element acting on element

man was organizedorgani forzedsed the express purpose of becoming inde-

pendent in and of himself to be aaas perfect in hisbis sphere as angelaangels

and 3godsoods were and are in their spheres god organizedorgani andzedsed designed

II11 p 28
speaking of air brigham young continued

the relative termsterma height depth lengthlengthy and breadth do not
apply to ititsite could you paspasspabs with the velocity of the electric
fluid over telegraphic wire during the continuation of more
years than you can comprehendcomprehends you would tillstill be surrounded
by it and in the bosom of eternity as much as you are now and
it is filled with the spirit of life which emanatesemenateseme fromnates godigod1goda

see appendix VIIVIISvilvlie

I1211 ppap 130150 1334155153135
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man to receive the principles of eternity in their fullness because

when man had received this fullness he would be a godcod he
1 then

had to receive to learn and to manipulate the laws in order to

ascend from the low estate of manhood until he by increasing in

wisdom knowledge truthtruthy and intelligenceintelli wasgencel capable of creating

worlds composed of elements he was to control the other elements

or organizingorsanorgan andizingising disorganizingdisorganizngorganizingdis or ruling over kingdoms princi
2palitiespalitiecpolitiespalipallpail andtiecties powers tf fan was organized and designed to

endure eternally

the endless variety and inequality which existed in the

proexistenceprepro amonsamonganionsexistence the spirits carried over to the mortal existence

the variety of endowments as far as intellectual capacity and

nobility was greater in some than in otherothersotheraothena et they are of the

sameaa parentageme of one father one god to ay nothing of who he

is though their sic7 iais a difference in their capacities and

nobility and each one will be called to fill the station for which
4

he is organizedorganisedorganizedtorganizeorgani anddtzedsed which he can fill there were no two humans

alike in disposition temperament physiognomy or the organization

I1 p 314

II11III111liilil ppap 9395i 313513 357-

111

557-

111
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31111

357-

31111 p 356556
I1it ppap 11311113114113
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O0
everysvery son and daughter of adam camecam prepared to add to their grace

means callings and wisdoms thus every man was capable of ful
4

filling his proper station with honor and dignity to himselfhimehinehins

henihen

elfeif
god placed the spirit in the body and organizedorgani themzedsed

together ilehellelie gave man the ability to reflectreflectsrefleot the spirit was the

intelligent part of man ie the thinking part was the immortalsortaltortalim

or invisible part of man it performed the mental labor expressed

IV p 268

IIIlil111nilnii p 8
XI p 3285283280

31v

xivXIs pe

refvefleobleot 5

56

of their bodies with their spirits herewhere can you find two who are

so operatedoDe uponrated precisely alike by a superior power that their

lives their actions their feelings and all pertaining to human

life are alike this endless variety raswaswus also found amoniamont the

mineral vegetable and animal kingdoms on the earth god the

creatocreator of this endlesendleabendles variety of thinsthings has designed them to
2endure throughout eternity

yet with all thithisthlthib wonderous variety each spirit when it
took its mortal tabernacle wamwaawas preparedpreoaredprepne tonaredoared receive knowledge

wisdom and instruction and to be taught while in the flesh 1

V p 268

IV p 130150

Xau5u p 5131
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wuswas

iianlian

mindtmindy

hibhis

elifetlifet health

adornment wealth comfort and consolation HO0 this force of mind

was not the conscience although conscience which was a plastic

principle in man determined right and wrong it could be the result

of nansan11 education traditions or teachers and parents thereforeTherethene

each

foretsonetsorey

man was given the divine capacity and responsibility to keep

hi mind like a sheet of white paper in order that the lord by the

II11 ppap 3434857585734

2alit2lit

34858

pPs 135-

11 p 28
nt put into you intelligence

aillsiills
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in the motion and behavior of the body the origin of thought and

reflection which was in man as planted in his organization at the

beginning of his individualindividua being manitantanianI thought because he was and

was influenced by external things and felt his relation to external

thingsthing thustims thoughts of revengerevengesrev andengesenget thoughts of blessings will

arise in the same mind as it is influenced by external circum-

stances the power to think was one of the many abilities placed

in man

god also placed the principle of intelligence or the force

of the mind or spirit in man it was by the use of the unlimited

intellectual capacity that man was able to take the rude elements

and to convert them in everything required for their lifeilfe

saith the lord that you
ay know how to govern and control yourselves and make your-

selves comfortablecomfort andabioabloabie happy on the earth and give unto you
certain privileges to act upon as independently in your sphere
as I1 do in the government of the heaven tit111 11II p 139159

1

mans

3viiv 285
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spirit of inspiration could writewifelifelite the duty of man to mannan on such a

well regulated conscience

kan a rational creature who hadhandhund the power of considering

hi way before actineacting had a portion of the supreme beings intellig-

ence in him this intelligence was not had independently by man

and it was not in him until god placed it in man it gave man a

foundation to improve by adding knowledge to knowledgeknowledg wisdom to

wisdom light to light and intelligence to intelligence until he

2knew for himself all the knowledgeorledgekn and wisdom man had or obtained

came fromfron god there is no ingenious mind that has ever invented

anything beneficial to the human family but what he obtained it from

that one source whether he knows or believes it or not for
example professor morse and mr fulton were taught by that invisible

influence or intelligence which comescornescomen from godood iiadobifvisdomiia camecabiecabledonidoBidonl to

these two men as to all men when the inspiration of the spirit of
4

god gave understanding to the spirit in mansianslannian

god limited the intelligence in man by a veilvellveli of darkness

of ignorance man was unable to fathom the first cause the life

XIV p 1611610igligiigleigie
III111ili p 88

IIIXIIIhll111bli p 17212

III3xiii111klikii p 148
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that is within us is a part of an eternity of life and is organized

spirit which is clothed upon by tabernacles is anaz

eternityetereieterni of life from which we are composed by the wisdom and skill
of periorsuperiorperloreu beings H was inconprehensibleincomprehensibleincon toprehensible man mantan could not

comprehend eternity I1 instead of bruising himself over the unknow-

able first causecauses man should seek a superior power for information

about mannmans purpose on the earth and by careful study of the best

books

just as the conflict between those who kept their first
estate and those who did not keep their first estate carried down

to the earth so were the principles of increase and decreasedecreanedecr thecanecaceeane

struggle between the twotw opposing supernatural conscious beings

god or christ and satan midand the struggle to on manamansmants loyalty

transplanted upon the earth man with his varied abilities
capacities intelligence and will which were made possible by

mans innate agency ie power of choicecholoe was endowed with a trait
of the character of the gods and of the intelligencefreeintelligencesintelligence agencyair

this

ency

principle was inherent in the very organization of man this
then was the foundation of rights of man that aaas the lord

almighty has organizedorgani manzedsed for the express purpose of becoming an

independent being like unto himselfhimselfihims andelfi has given him his individual

II11 ppap 285 284

X ppap 105106105 213106log
VIII p 3533
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agency and made man to be independent in his ownmm sphere and

organizedorgani himbimbzedsed asim an independent being to a certain extent then manranmal

to achieve the purpose of his desdecdestinytiny required a portion of freed-

om and independenceindeoendence manhan was endowed as are all intelligent
beings with certaincertaabertaa inalienablealienableiriirllri rightorights privileges and powerspoiyerpoiler

2inherent in him

manspiansdianafiana intellectual capacity was governed by the will or

volition the disposition the power of willing or determining

volition the power given to man to dispose of hiahishla intelligence at

his pleasure in doing good or evil in man was as independent as in

the angels and gods ahenaenwhen man exercised his will he determined

whether he would fulfill his purpose on the earth or serve jodsod of

himself or whether he would follow increase and decreasedecre byae the

right choices man would know that hiahishlahiohlo spirit would be purified

sanctified cleansed and made holy in the body and his tabernacle

which suffered from consequences of the fall and mswas calculated to

decompose and return to mother earth would be cleansed in the

grave

manilanplan was independent of the gods in choice making or was

sovereign over hi own actions although there wa room for divine

II11 p 315515313

I1xvii2vii ppe 146

VIIvil3viixvii p 28
XI p 27222
see appendix VIII
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intervention the ultimate decision which affected the destiny of

the individual had to be left up to him by law it wa contrary

for god or godgoda laws government and character to compel manraannan in

his actionsaction any further than man preferred but even with the

choiceoptionchoice eachoption person possessed the lord will rule the acts of

the children of men and bring out the results of those acts but
3

will not dictate them in their acts contrary to their own wishes

the consent of the creature must be obtained before the creator

can rule perfectly each mansmanemans independence whether he had the

priesthood or not had to be preserved inviolate for each spirit
who came upon the earth even if all men were to go in the depths of

wickedness

A perfect knowledge of the preexistencepre wouldexistence prevent man

from properly exercising hi powers of choice and thus prevent him

from being subject to a state of probation a test of faith and good

and evil and thus he would not attain to a state of perfection and

independence A state of forgetfulness engulfed every man at birth

1 p 49
XV p 13401541341540

iilvilis p 292

V p 134154

IIIsli111sil4viiiv p 3525523520
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allowing him to experience the realm of chaos organizationorganisation dark

light passion ascetism ignorance knowledge and misery joy

from birthbirtbbirta to death man fought against his forgetfulness

which had taken his previous divine knowledge from him and cast him

under the spell of his peculiar environment the circumstancecircumstances

peculiar to each person in his location station and situation in

life partly controlled bimbinhinhim while he partly controlled these environ-

mental influences whether they were physical or psychological by a

conscious attempt to partly alter his surroundings which was within

the power of man he could lay the foundation of chosen circum-

stances to surround his rising generation although man wasmswag condi-

tioned by his environment traditionstradition customs laws both super-

natural powers and law he could lose his agency by chosingchasing the

principles of decomposition the first man and likewise all the

succeeding men ho cae to the earth were subjected to a modified

deterministic existenceastenceautencee

the

2

spirit of man when once in the body began a two

dimensional existence and the onewayone struggleway with its bi direcdiorec

tionaldional possibilities began the exploration of all the glories of

its sublime and mysterious strategy the purepuret innocentinno childcentcont of

god having lost its former wisdom and direction experienced

i p

IX p 3145143140

II11litlis ppap 131132151152131151 132152
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passionpassionthatthat allalluringallailali overalluring powe rant

taotat

contonconsequenceesequencesconsequences of the fall had a fire
kindled in it which if not controlled by the spiritspir wouldLt consume

both body and spirit in an utter and irretrievable destructsdestructiondestructl
although the body was carnal and devilish it with the spirit was

necessary for man to gain salvation and exaltation the body man

possessed was as valuable to him as gods body was to god if man

were to lose this recalcitrant member he would begin to decompose

2or burn in hell

X p 26

X p 286
VII p 28
the evil and wicked will go to hell not to suffer ever-

lasting burningburningsbanning ubut wiilwill stay there until the anger of the
almighty consumes thenthem and theythoy become disorganizedisorganized aas the elements
of the fuel we burn are disorganized by the actionmotlon of fire and
thrown back again to their native element n I1it p 118

see alaoalsoaiso IV p 5
I1 ppap 118 49

powerantpomerant and lust in the many

jaded forms of hedonism but in the height of its physical rever-

beration and emotional emulation an innate divinity swelled up

inside easting the entity in shame and guilt and a longing to make

restitution
every child born of woman received a mortal tabernacle which

was devilish sensuous and evil in antagonism to the spirit that
was pure holy and clean which enlivens it manmanb dimensionaltwodimensionaltwo

existence pulls hi in opposite directions lifeilfe and death the

body which suffers from the

castin
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As the body became superior in this miniature supernatural struggle

the spirit became evil but on the other end of the polarity as

the spirit by exerting all its efforts and power gained the

ascendency or subdued the flesh until man lived without transgres-

sion

transgres-

sions then the spirit of god unites with his spirit they become

congenialconce companionsnial and the mind and will of the creator iais thuthus

wlltil p 203205

II112intaint ppo 247

1viixvii po

64

satan the ruler of the earth gained great power over the

body by the transgression of adam because of the weaknessesweal andmesses

infirmitiesinfirri naturalnaknarties toturaituraltunal the body the power of sin was strong enough

over the body that the body did sin easier than performed righteous-

ness thus it m could only influence the spirit in man through

the body

the continual warfare between the body and spirit had to be

wonpon by the spirit which naturally loved truth light and intellig-

ence for it was by the supremacy of the spirit that light and

knowledge entered into man

but being so closely united with the flesh their symp-
athies are blended and their union being necessary to the
possession of a falnessfulness of joy to both the spirit is indeed
subject to be influenced by the sin that iais in the mortal body
and to be overcome hyby it and by the power of the devil unless
it i constantly enlightened by that spirit which enlightenethenlight
every

eneth
man that cometh into the world 0

I p 2372571
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wavia surrounded by mortal elements under the control of
2lucifer because mans organization was such that it was subject

to many evil spirits and influences in the world each mortal was

surroundedgurroundedsunGuroun byrounded numerous evil spirits which erewere abroad in the world

hven the first man adam waswac surrounded by concordscon ofcorda evil spirits
who wereviere working jealouslyzealously to encourage even his least dispositionsdispo

towards

sitione

evil to give hir false revelationsrevelation and to teach him new

ays of hedonismhedonisdedonis the poerpocrpowforpoca of the gods alsoaiooaiso surrounded each nanman

tinglingA andat fightingfieh againstting the legions of evil spirits around

each man werenierewene nurerousnumerousnuilnurnun angelserousgenouscrous and the power ofnaany laws one

illustration of the force of these laws will suffice if the la of

righteousness reigns predominantpredominantprepro thendominant the spirit that is within

them the parent controls to a certaincerta extent the flesh in
4their posterity

henjhen man bartedfarted8tartedstarted his colorful life out of the garden a

IX p 28
XVIIIXVIIII ppo 2582584

II112 ppap111iiiili 225223 277
II11 ppap 254256254
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pq bivalencearnbivalence in ans constitutionconstitutioll to his

external environmentenvironmezat it may be found that man with hishlahlohio spark of
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transmitted to the creature H
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oaizaloni forceforcethethe gospel nswas introducedintrod touced him and to the

history of his progeny behind thithl divisive force lay the battle
between the gods and vil on the earth and in the eternitieternitieceternities and

still further lay the eternally active principles of increase and

decrease the ce as calculated to divide the sinner from the

sainta to caucecauro a continuous segregation amonanoneamone all I1ofL the children

of adanadaraldam on the earth ie to cause the saints to withdraw from the

world into rourouparounsoa

the spiritpirits in nanman possessed a number of innate capacities

and abilities liklewiseliscewiseLik hislewise body contained somesone innate dispositions

only two will bobe mentioned anN mourned for his dead hy lanran

hdhod darkness i weakness ignoranceipnoranceiryip a lack of eternal knowledge and

letietletharayharayharry witheith hichwhich he wosworwas clothed in the flesh that causecaused himhin to

weep mourning11fourninp for the righteous deaddeadead srinssn fromfronsingeings the ignorance
2

and weakness that are planted within the mortal tabernacles

mclacl

faf77o7rel was

hteousoteous

66

newneynev historichistorical

H

secondly nanran tended to rememberre evilemberenber rather than good the memory

of man hdhad a greatengreatergr affinityelater to retain injury and evil longer and

more strongly than help or good the fallen nature of man the

power satan had over maniaantian the effects of mortality and the evil

principles that filled the earth explained the malfunction of man

mind environmentally the whole world is contaminated with a
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knewknaant

I1foreordainedforeordaineiforeordain themthentheml he3 sent the gospel which was

designed to saves7ttve all to the earthea evenrth amonganongemong theethese reoren deluvianveluvian

mennenneinmein who tootool their mortal tabernacles as their turns appeared god

hxd certain foreordained mennen such as noahhoah who was a chosen vessel

to build the arrarhark and sav a remnantrenirerineni fromfronnant the flood god knew these

specially selected noble leadersleadens and had his eye uponurson them in the
4preexistenceproexistencepnepropre asexistence well as in the earth n with these early inhabiinhabit

tants of eternity on the earth so with all the succeeding the law

III111ililil111milmii p 55603563560556

2
Is Ppo 336536
III111ili p 153155

31v
A

digrigrighteousghteous andanclanci foreordained1 themthethen andI1 foreknew

the wicked and

dreone

irianiritn froprofre in to take their next steps towards godhood were each

assifjnedassil toned the te an place they were to appearappenr on the earthearthsearthe

mthouhJ god foreknewfor knowkntekner thew acts that would transpire without

decreeing therythenthem the

nialnifl

tat1 aippeaiple

avelve

67

spiritepiritericrieni torit rosenberronenberromronrenrem evileyberenber and forretforgetforr oodC et

the peorlinfpeorl ofincinf the erthearth followedfol alovied divinedJ cosmicvirle scheme
2rathorrather than a haphazard bioloricallaoloj7icealbiological deterrjnindeberrdeterr the vast number of

5
XI p 253255
vitiVIII p 160160igo
the word predestination is used by brigham young in one

place but in light of his views on foreordination it is reason-
able to assume that when he used predestination he used it in
the exact sense he used foreordination
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of foreordination WASsasw notis a solute but always decreed upon certain

conditions should one be foreordained to salvatisalv natloatio that person

could not be forced into salvation against his will 11 rational
beings have an arencyagency of their own 5 and according to their own

choice they will be saved or damned tt

the history of man beginabeginsbeepinabeppina with the appearance of man in

the bardeniardengarden of edenlidenedeh his fall the expulsion and the dicothomousdicothomcuadico

world

thomous

he found to be his mortal habitat caught between the persua-

sive forces of this high idealiaidealioidealisrntideidaldaalisalioalls man began his career of free

choice asaz a semiindependentseraisemiseral eternal being hohe waewas endowed with a

body innate powarspowers and dispositionsdisposition i both good and evil mentalcentalrental

capacitlcapacitiescapacitycapaci andtl willlezajlez5j which allowed him to pledgepiedra his loyalty to only

one of the two combatants inguiingulengulfedfedsed in an invisible world of evil

spirits and angels who continually attempted to act upon him manran

waiswaswalswaa also a subject of environment social and physicalchyrphyr withalcjic their

varying shades of influence in a depraved state yet not a total
depravity man was designed with a greater power to naturally do

good rather than to love evil hilewhilehiieshile his spirit had an affinity to

the spirit of god satan had power over his body probably the

strongest drive or force behind ans behavior was his irresistableirreaistableresistableirresistibleir
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desire to preserve irs personal identity in his foreordained

station on the irth and in eternity
once adaardanadanr and avecve12ive were cast from the gandengardengardezi they were

taught the gospel which included among itaits majornajormejor principles the

priesthoodpriesthood1riesthood the law of sacrifice and the hope for atonement from

the effects of their traniraninanegression 3 agents and patients in the

cosmic c luseiuselaseause and effect pattern they introduced children to the

earth thus all nationnnations sprang from one blood the most noted of

these early children were probably cain and abel

cain when he killed abel rejected the power of thethae holy

priesthoodesthoodestwood and the law of god cainhainoain received a curse an outwardoutwouta

signn

rd

the flat nose and blaclbladibaladiblace skin1 and an inward sign lacklach of

priesthoodpriezthood and blessings given to the other children of adam the

second major curse upon the seed of cingingln came after the flood when

they were pronounced the servantsllservants of servants slavery a divine
2decreedecr enteredce mannan history at this early pre deluvianveluvian era

three yearsyeara following hishiehib last great discourse to seth

enos cainanainancalnanta alaleeahalaloeimahalaleeahalahaiIMah jaredjavedaleealoe enochnochknoch and methuselah who werewero high

priests and to the residue of his righteous posterity in the valley

of adam ahmanahmannondiondl adam died his few faithful sons followed the
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life pattern set down by their father

enoch of all adasadaa early sons probably achieved the most

outstanding phenomenon the translation of a city of people enoch

received the gospel and priesthood from damuadam the people who

gathered around enochinoch had not only walked and talked with adam but

they were still of one language and one tradition which they had

received fron adamadan even with these advantagesadvantagest enoch was unable to

prepare his neonie to enter into their rest until three hundred and

sixty years had passed in his closed city ieletley all egress and

ingress were forbidden llthough111thoughthoughalthoughilill111iii he had learned how to handle the

elementseleeie hementsrents did not receive the power to translate himself and hiehis

people with the reelonregionremion they inhabited their houses gardens

fields cattle and all their possessions until the three hundred

and sixty years had been consumed in preparationreparationtp

thisthiathin earlyerly predelugepre perioddeluge falls short of an adventure

replete with trangestrange episodesjisodes because little has been retained of

the books of remembrance and other written volumes and less has

been said of the era than written the story of man appearance on

the earth the beginning of the blackbleckbieck race and slavery and the sub-

limity of enochnoch all seemseen to build up towards onan apex or probably the

most dramatic tale of woe with the exception of the death of jesus

christ thiathis epic began when noah1141oahsa spirit received it earthly
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tabernacle from tethuoelnh noah received the gospel and priesth-

ood which the peoplepeoyie in the days of noahhoah generally refused the

resuitresult ancwnc the immersionftersicn of the earth in waterwrater for the remission of

sinesinsaine the flood dividedoiivided the earth andend the rordtordlordronddorddond took hisrisrib people

from the americanloehocade continentrican to another part of the earth the

pre deluviandeluviondiluvian era cane to a close and man entered a rie and

different era of romance

III111iiilii p 195
I1 p 24274
othe lord aidsaidbaid v will deluge or amereimereim them earthnerge in

water for the remission of the sinssinesina of the people t to kill
all the vermin that were nittingnit andtings bleeding and polluting its
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gone forth out of her you and I1 and all the inhabitants of
th earth the humanhwanhman body and all earthly bodies both animal
and vegetable
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tsetsohse

there is no being in heaven that could endure there that could
abide the heavens unless he ia sanctified purified and glori-
fied by law and livesilves by lawlawtlawk

it was also because of the determiningdeterrrilninr force of the sovereign

absolute law that there werwerewene things the godegods never attempted and

would never attempt such as exalting a spirit to immortality before

JL

yllvil
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ifiedifield
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p 5
VIII p 149

xin p 2812816

chapter 1vav1

THATHE GODSOOPSoods aldANID evillyil

the cosmic laglai which existed in a realm independent of the
gods who existed in what was called the hehenheavensavensavenovens could only bebo

invoked to sustain a god or panman by hi a obedience to the isetset prin

cielecciplec it was by obedience to the eternal law that the gods

when they werewrelre mortal successfully passed through all the calamity

and ordeal which was appointed for intelligent beings to pass

throughthrouch before they could in their eloryglory and exaltation they

thus gained their mrpremacysupreyr powerlacytacy wealthwealthy posterity glory knowkno

lede thrones kingdoms and ceaseless duration by the terms upon

which thesethose things were offered they had accepted the higher

order of spiritualism which was

to b led overneriverneAover andnerlnerineni controlecontroledcontrolledcontronecontcontrcontd bydroleolednoiedole law and that too the
law of heaven that governs and controls the gods and angelsangel

Y his
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elbhiseln

spirithis

I1

eacheath god waswaa requiredreou toired organizeorborgong aanizeanise world or probationary

statefatefetetete for his children the responsibility to overbeeoversee the affairs
p

of this earth thucthus became the obligation of one god he lived on

another planet in another state of existence isiperceptable to man

through the power of his natural eyes the power possessed by man

fathergodfather wasgod suchauch that hohe was the maker and upholder of all things

in heaven and on the earth or the controllerooncon oftroller the earth by hi

influence through hi government spirit and power he filled the

immensity of spacespaces was around about all things through all things

in all things beneath all things above all things and was present

with all his creations but he himself was a personage of taber
4nacle he was able to be everywhere present by the power of hi

spirit hibhis minister the holy ghost which diffuses blabiailis influence

through all the wonkaworks of the almighty H
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it had obtained a mortal body and passed through a probationary

state
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and spreading abroad

resurresunrecti

earthaeartht
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the god of this earth who abides far above the impeachable

power and influence of sin and who holds the destiny of all in his
hands once was a man who possessed a body aaas man occupiesoccumccu hileawhilehiiediese

in his mortal state he accepted thetho priesthood abode by truth and

gave hibhis allegiance to the principle of increase during his proba-

tionary period he obtained a mortal body which had learned to be

obedient to his spirit and to eternal principle during the

resurrectiresurrectionresurrects the elements of his bodybodyl which responded to the power

of the priesthood exercised by his spirit were gathered from their
dispersion and reformed into their previopreviouspravio bodily symmetry by the

eternal laws governing immortalization god received immortality

the power of procreation and eternal personal identity

in the heavens godood now an exaltedexal glorifiedtedt and per-

fected mannanrelan retained his loyalty to the priesthood to eternal law

and continued to operate upon the principles of continuing to

organishorganiseorgan4zetoreorg ofanise adding to gaterintenin
n or thete creation of kingdomskingdom upon king-

doms the basic necessity of a kingdomking wasdorndoin progenypro thereforegenyagenyo godood

with a wife begot spirit childrenchilchii followingdvenodreno a war in heaven con-

cerning the destiny of their spirit childrenchilchii goddrent and hi ife came
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to the earth partookpart ofociz the crude elements of this erth until
their bodies were diffused with the material A few of their spirit-
ual offspring received a second birth by their parentaparentsparen buttc the

second inception differed arorfrorfrorzt the first ci in that the opiritspirit
was enclosed in a mortal tabernacle through procreation the image

of the parentparents physically

ec

t

w

rr a

w iz

po 3245243240

idtivtIV apppppa 54 218
xm p 1461460XIIIJ

p-enesis

r-and psychologically was inherited by

nan an belonged to one species to thosethooethese progeny god introduced

the gospel and the priesthood or the neanmeansneun whereby they could

possess with jodiod the saesarresarne glory power immortalityrimortalityi and eternal

life the father of this earth and its inhabitants produced his

creations in accordance with eternal lawa he waswae perseaperse1 ally con

nectednecked andaridarld concerned with the physical social and psychological

events which happened upon the earth for it waswcs here that kindeakindoakin

upon

doa
kingdoms emerged to iveave their labors to either growth or

decay increase or decrease

the principle of evil had alwalwlalbl ys existed although the

evil upon the earth was to be destroyed the principleprincitleprinc ofitle evil would

exist elsewhere hilethile everythingeverythil which irairb good right perfect

and lovely to look upon and enjoy came from god it w 3 absurd

that od3od should bobe the author of sinzin and iniquity hencewhence comescorescones
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evil it comes when we my intelligent beinebeingbelne
any good principle good word ood act and good idea of

luciferlucifers came from god the source of all intelligence in saints
angels and spirits as well as devils therefore because there was

no evil per se lucifer and his followers in order to ive their
allegiance to decomposition firtfirzbirz received a truth from god then

their perversion of that truth made evilovilovll

how

2

was the principle of evil activated uon this earth or

in heaven among the spirit progeny were a number of spirits with

innate dispositions to prefer evil and to aggressivelyaegressively oppose law

and its champion god in heaven as well aaas on the earth lucifer

the chief spiritspirl of these evilly disposed spirits was a liar from

the beginning he loved liesliecileslles those who loved liesilesilea and to lie he

arose in opposition to god his father and ws thrust down to the

earthearthsearthe here3 he received a portion of race which stayed the

process of decomposition until he had provided the necessarynece oppoiopposiopposeopsaary
4

poi
tion for the children of god on the eartearth

to all appearances the devil in the sphere of this terra
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dilril1rii and religious societies and

civilizationscivilisations in every age of the earth that their rights were oinggoing

to be infringed upon and they would suffer death from the saintsants of

god such was the situation after the death of christ that caused

paul tcto exclaimexo

put

lalalaialaim

on the whole armour of god that ye may be able to blandalandstand
against the wiles of the devil for we wrestle not against

XI ppapppp4 240 251
VIII p 174
X p 304504

I1xiv pps 237257t 250
IV p 27

exdieeydie

oreroker

xitXII

ecutedeluted moses and the

jews who convicted christ such was the power of satan in high

places that he convinced the politicpoliticril

77

firmfirmafirnfirna a was a great preacher and a genelengentlemangentlen which ws the examnrleex

his

dleoledie

workerscoworkersco strived to emulate venessuavenessluavenessua characterized luciferte11sucifersLucibucibucl

works

fermeferteferee

and attempts to imitate the truth and all true organization by

which he exerted all his force to lead astray or destroy all who

loved truth henahen and if this imitationttationstationim failed satanoatan and his

helpers prompted the nations to war desolation and bloodshed to

destroy or throw all of mans institutions into chaos and confusion

all the misery and deformity which camecarne upon the inhabitants of the

earth were caused by thegethese evil spirits
there was an impulsepulsein in the heart of man which separated his

interest from that of hlahiahis god and father who dwelled in heaven it
was this innate spirit of opposition in the heart of caneanman which

gatan struggled to encourameencourage in pharoah who persecuted

1
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flesh and blood but against principalities against powers
against the rulers of the darkness of this world against
spiritualsniritual wickedness in high places

the political and religious worlds were raised against joseph smithmith
by satan encouraging the spirit of opposition in men of influence

and power during the time of joaephjoseph smith alaoalso manyany good men

wished to embrace the gospel when it was brought to them but their
worldly interests which conflicted tootoc much with the ways of god

prevented themthen from embracingembra thecingoing truth the ciritpiritspirit was receptive

to the truth but the reasoning of the flesh directed the behavior
2of men

the power of satan was not only extended to the realm of the

psychic and ocialsocial interaction but to disturbances of the physical

body the cause of many diseases which afflicted the human body as

well as the disbelief skepticism and lack of faith in every man

was evil spirits
concomitant with the evil designs of lucifer god the father

consciously busied himself in the affairs of men the sentence

pronounced upon cain and his seed the splendid work of enoch and

noahhoah proceeded from the hand of god abraham received hiehis title and

a promise of eternal increase from god these men as well as joseph

who was sold into egypt erewerewene foreordained to perform peculiar tasks
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each in their ownom times joseph received a commission to be the

temporal savior of his fathersfather house this labor joseph fulfilledfullul
A

filled
recepientrecipient blessing fell upon joseph ieletlev that after his seed had

mixed itself with all the seed of man upon the earth they would be

gathered and they would become the spiritual and temporal saviors

of the house of israel in the latter days

in the daydays of moses the father again interfered in the

natural course of human history the return of the priesthood for

each man and the return of the gospel followed the removal from

egyptian captivity the carnal law replaced these higher laws

from closesjkoeesfloses to jesus christ the father sent prophets to the children

of israel and restored the temple ceremonies to the templetempie which helie

had commanded to be constructed for his earthly abode

god extended Mshishig influence to the unbelieving nations

nebuchadnezzar was a classic example As he proudly stood boasting

about his work a voice from heaven interrupted himhii to inform him

that the kingdom had departed from him the king remained in his
statetate of punishment until h learned and was satisfiedsatiasatiesatla thatfiedfledried h

could not possess power wealth majesty and earthly glory only as

the king of kings gave it to him
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the closing of the patriarchialPatriarchpatriarchical and mosaicresale era heralded in
another significant phase of the eternal pattern by which this earth
was governed the messianic era often referred to as the meridian

of timestimas wa necessitated by the transgression of adamadaa and ve

this transgression of adam and eve contracted a debt between the

children and their father god 3 the reconciliation of the divine

debt between god and men was beyond the capacity of man to effecteffects

the contracted debt required a aviorsavioralvior to atone for the binsinssins of

manmansmana such a savior jesus christ had been foreordained before the

world was to come to this world and redeem it with mankind upon it
4

and all things pertaining to it
when the time came that the savior should come into the

world and taketako a mortal tabernacle whichwhitch would be subjected to sin

temptation and to weaknessesweakneasef godfiod the father of mankind came to

XIV ppap 717271
consequently

72
every earth has its redeemerredee andmerymerg every earth

has its tempter and every earth and the peole thereof in
their turn and timtimetintinetims receive all that we receive and pass
through all the ordeals that e are passing through H

earlier brigham young stated the pattern of sin redemption by a
redeemer and the samename changes which the earth haehas undergone and
will undergo i the pattern followed by all the earths

I1 p 33
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the man joseph the husband of maryharymarx did not that we

know of have more than one wifewifbif but marynarynanymany the wife of joseph
had another husband H

seegee1101.10 alsoee IV p 218

XI p 268

IIItil111tii311 p 3653650
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the earth to prepare his sonssonia tabernacle obeying the irrevocable
law of procreation iaryfarynalarylary the wife of jose h cohabitated with god

her other husband christ was born as a resuitresult of this intimateintiuateintiraate

relationship or coition the infidel in reference to his own

marriage customs have called christ a dastardbastard n but this is
merelymenely a human opinionoxinion upon one of the inscrutable doings of the

almighty f2

it was imperative for christ to descend below all things if
lieheilelle were to ascend above all things therefore as he had been

appointed to ascend above all things iilahisiliahib father through the handi-

work of rishisbisriaB providenceis cauae that he ghrisjb was actuallyectaactaactu

accounted

allyaily

in his birth and in his life below all things H As a

child jesus christ was probably one of the weakest of children that

was ever born in fact he was so helpless at birth that it might
4

have been supposed that he would not live evensven after he had

attained manhood and had begun his foreordained mission which was

recorded in the new testament there wswozw noo questionz that the jews
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the views of brigham young were similar to the passagespaeoagespaapae

attributed
gagesoages

to isaiah in chapter 55 verses 131
who111vho

3
hath believed our reportreportereponte and to whomwhoa iais the arm of

the LORD revealed for he shall grow up before hinhim as a tender
piantoplantfplanto and as a root out of dry ground he hath no form nor
comeliness and when we hallshallhailhalisheilsheli see himhirs there is no beauty that
we should desire hi he is despised and rejected of men a man
of sorrowsorrows and acquainted with griefsgriefgries and we hid as it were
our faces from himihini he waawaewas despised and we esteemedeste himemeld not

XII p 14

V31vi p 285
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saw a great many defects in the saviorsavio
near the end of christs existence in mortality kehe was left

to himself as every mansan was left to himself by hishiahlahig heavenly father
to test eishiselsbis integrity and faithfulness in a dark and cloudy hour

2christ did not falter in hi darkest hour but overcame then the

career of the savior reached its climax in his passion and death on

the cross to pay the divine debt by experiencing death which

closed the mission of evey man who had been ordained to perform

certain important missions christ redeemed every particle and
4thing of this earths

after the death of jesus christ the apostles were given the

responsibilities of spreading the gospel and the administration of

the church organization the Apostapostleslec notwithstandingj theirilotwiths

commissionconnission

tending

the possession of the priesthood and the gospel
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entertained some mistaken ideas the apostlespostles4 had a mistaken idea

concerning the immediacyA of the second comingconning of christ in common

their beliefs agreed that the end of the earth wasvas much nearer than

it really was they thought they had the truth authority

and were so established that they could fulfill jesusjesussjesuejesues wish ieleyiea

that the church would be united in all thinsthingsthin temporaltentems butnoralvoralnorai their
attempt to make the people of one heart and one mind in all temporal

things failed and after the deaths of ananias and sappHappsapphirahira the

leoclepeocle became fearful and dispersed there is no record in history

that they ever assembled in a like capacity afterwards

the time of the apostlesapostlespostles4 weaswaswraswab a time of dispersion and

scattering of the saints who believed in christ their commission

from christ was to preach to all nations that all would receive the

benefit of the gospel in those days the command was go to the

nations of the earth while the command to t come from

the nations of the earth or to gathengathereathendather israel would come in the

nineteenth century

in regards to the beliefs and doctrines of the early

christian church there was a great deal of speculation among the

laity as well as the apostlesaostleaxpostles fromfrow the dissemination of these

conjectures originated the schisms and sectarianism among the

II11
and they might have made mistakes in other respect tili1111
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church leaders as ellwellweilweli as the laity cut of the schismatic

struplesstrufrglesruplesst which were caused by the weaknesses in the lives of the

postlesapostles21 and that caused them to err evolved among other things
2the beven3even churches

the divergence of dogmas or the schismsschisachis andanasrnas divisions in

the days of the po oatiesatlesaties was introduced into the christian worldworldsworide

by the time of the council of niceace nicea which wasws called to

determine what would be correct and what was scripture the sure

word of prophecy which jesus had shed forth into the hearts of those

who believed on him seemed to be eoso mixed and interwoven with dark

nessnesonesa and unbelief that they could not comecorne to 7 understanding

and receive the full testimony of truth ttatt5113tty

thus the christian world strayed from the pathway of truth
and lostlast the priesthood by the weaknesses of man which introduced

the sundry schisms into the body of the saints the church went

from the priesthood

god had

made with eiehiehiseleeibelb offspring the priesthood wasWBBwab not taken from the
4

church it the hurchchurchCO left the priesthood ithathnth the loss of the

XII p 64

II11 p 66

XII p 65

svi4xviiavi ppap 776747674
XIIXTII
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p 69
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can7understanding

transgressed the laws exchanged the ordi-

nances of the kingdom of god for the laws and ordinances of men and

broke the everlasting covenant which in the early ages
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priesthood went the loss of the true teowledge of goagodgoc and no

succession of apostleship wasws on the earth for over 100 years

this was caused by the continuous perpetuation of the early schisms

in the church of christ
the christian world struggled on praying and seekingsaelseelbael forang

the knowledge of god until the reformation the importanceportance of the

reformation was that it showed that there was a spirit prompting the

reformers to react against the perversity of those ecclesiastics
claiming to be christians the reformation pointed to the restora-

tion of the gospel for in this time many people believed that the

lord was going to do something for the people but what this event

would be they could not tell
As the lord had governed the restoration of the truth and

the priesthood to men from time to timetine he had also governed the

other influences ie political social and economicecoeto besidesnomicnoric

religion in manmon life from the days of adamidam to and including the

nineteenth century the whole affairs of the nations and the inhabi-

tants and their situations have been managed by the almighty the

hand of the lord was felt among the ancient egyptians israelites
phillistinesphillistineaPhillisPhilli romansstinestineatines and others to the extent that their rise to
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young felt that when the people received uchsucheuch

treatment from god it was because they first rejected biehiehisblebis cove-
nant

cove-
nants and laws thus they reaped the reward of having broken the
l1 ftvf

111IIIili ppap 160 257 191
IV p 27

everylivery nation was

brought to destruction by circumstances controlled by the almighty

or the invisible workingswor ofkingskinga providence which caused the wicked to

destroy themselves

henalhen the supreme ruler of the universe wishes to destroy a
nation he takes away their wisdom inln the first place and they
become insensible to their own interestinterests and they are filled
with wrath they give way to their angernangeranber and thus lay the
foundation of their own destruction to himMM who seekseeksbeeks to save
he gives wisdom

thuetthust
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power and final existence or decay was dictated by the almighty

0 in shortsshorty all the powers that have been upon the earth
have been dictated governedgovernedt controlled and the final issue
of their existence has been brought to pass according to thetho
wisdom of the almighty

and wars commotions tumults strife nation contending against

nation and people against people have been governed and controlled

by him whose right it is to control such matters n

whenjhen dealing with nations ththe almighty set up a kingdomlangdomlangdon

here and pulled down a kingdom there at his pleasure god control-

led the circumstances to cause people to build up all the nations or

kingdoms which ever were built up and prospered

which enables any peopleeop1ej nation or

1

short
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ahenvhenwhenthen a nation transgresstrans dgressl wholesome laws opposed its citizens or

other nations until its cup was filled with iniquity through acts
which were under its control the lord catcast those in authority down

and raised the poor and ignorant nation to powerpowerspowarspowar

B

1
o

itAs was with a nation so it was with each individualindividuals

sodgod manipulatedmani theulatedalated circumstances which placed the king upon the

throne or dethroned mi which elevated a man to be a governorgov orearnor

a mayor thus all people and all that happened to men were in the

ordinary providencesprovi ofdences godood

thus the gods who once were mortal men subjected them-

selves to eternal laws to saingain their exaltation once in godhood

each god continued to pay his hoae to the eternal law of increase

by continuing to build kingdoms upon kingdoms of progeny the

princie of evil was activated among each group of progeny by some

of the spirit children themselves although each new man a pote-
ntial god in embryo had the divine unalterablealterable privilegeprivilep of

selectingelecting his own destiny his fathergodfather controlledgod the circum-

stances of each manamanamans milieu and thus the results of his choice

the transcendental sodgod

praviprivi lep

ais2is po 50340540
II11 ppap 255257255 183257
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not only condescended to interfere with

individual results but also controlled the destiniesdestin ofiesieeles all tribes

kingdoms and nations from the days of adam until the windingupwinding
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scenescenes it was god who from time to time returned the truth and

priesthood to the earth and it wsw theJs weaknesseweaknesses of man that

caused his children to leave the truth and the priesthood

1 iwas
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CHAPTER VII

THE nineteenth CENTURYCEITTURY AS voyiedVIEWEDviyied BY BRIGHAMBRIGHAN YOUNGYOUMGtoung

the conjunction of the undrysundry contingent economic politi-
cal ocialsocial and religious events which stirred the old world

during the renaissance and be formationreformation eraserae produced as one of the

eventualities the discovery of the new world the circunatances

causing the settlementbettlesettlebettie ofmentnent the english colonies their consanguineous

struggle for independence and their final victory as welliellveilveliweilwelibell as the

unprecedented prosperity of the united states up to the visitation
of the father and son to joseph smith were under the guidance and

direction of god the lord haehaahas dictated and directed the whole of

this for the bringing forthforthy and establishing of hi kingdom in the

last days

the manipulation by god of physical psychic and ocialsocial

phenomena throughout the centuries failed to be recognized by the

inhabitants of this terra firma by the nineteenth century the

modus operandi of god through the long ages culminated in a grandoranderand

finalefinalcf ie the visitation to josephjoaeph smith by thetho father and son

in order to avoid verbosity the words conjunction and
contingent are necessary departures fromfro the vocabulary of

brigham young
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and the beginning of the dispensation of the fullness of times

conjoined with this visitationvigi wasw-j tation gosgodsts hope that he might show the

people of the earth that he tillstill lived that he would fulfill his
promise to abraham by gathering his elect the children of abraham

from the four corners of the earth and that heee would soon turn the

earlierdllerdiler prophecies into reality concerning the restoration of the

fullness of the gospel and the book of mormon As to the land

territory and location the lord commenced to fulfill his promises

on the ancient land of zion the promised inheritarceinheritanceinherit ofarce the

children of joseph the land of zionxion northhorth and south america

where the work of the lord connaencedcommtenced upon the earth would be where

the culminating phase of the telestial existence of this planet

would take place

in conformity to the dispensation pattern and when the

proper time had arrived god conversed with joseph smith the pro-

phet who had been foreordained to this great calling prior to the

existence of the worlds A divine decree which was declared long

before the foundations of the earth wereviereweneviene laid foreordained joseph

smith to be the head of the last dispensation and to receive the
53fullnessfullneccfullneosfullsuilsuii ofnessneOs the keys and powers of the priesthood of god
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the lord hadbad his eye upon himhirrhirt and upon hishl fathers and upon
his fathers father and upon their progenitorsproge clearnitora back to
brahamabraham andI1 fromfron rahamabrahamrahan to the flood and from the flood to
enoch and from enoch to adam he has watched that family and
that blood as it hsllnalina circulated from itzits foundation to the birth
of that man he m foreordained in eternity to preside over
thiethisthle last dispensation as much so as pharaoh wa foreordainedfore
sigy

ordained
to be a wicked man or a jesus to be the sayioursaviour of the

world because he was the oldest son in the family

the talents and abilities of the prophet joseph sinithsnithsmith did not

necessarily exceed those of eisbishisels contemporaries any of the latter
under gods direction would have consummated the work of the head of

the last dispensation with the same height of efficiency asaisals that of

joseph anithsnithsmith but the lord was disposed to select joseph artithariithirtith who

2
f pleased71pleased him and that is sufficient

subsequent to the heavenly experience josephjoeephjoaeph 130smithith trans-

lated the book of mormon by the power and gift of the holy ghost

later

3

messengers in unison with the divine prearsprear4prearrangementangeraent bestowed

the aaronic and 14elchizedekmelchiaedekmelchizedekMelchia priesthoodsrriesthoodzPriestedek alonghoodehoods with the keys of the

priesthood of the son of god when they conferred the keys of the
4dispensation of thetho fullness of time uponupson josephjose smith the

prophet then possessed the necessary keys to lead guide and direct

the affairs of the kingdom of god on the earth in juxtaposition to
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araaxaarn youngtoung claimed that the ancient apostles had the
sure word of prophecy and that joseph smith had the more surer

word of prophecy

maxAexmahblishbilsh

I1 19

I1

3xii11 p 65

XII p 126

bure11sure

godtgods

craional

kinckintdom uponu thedonoon earth a greater work to oerforriiperform than that

required of the ancient apostles camececane from god via joseph smith to

the worldworlds the living oracles and priesthood were bestowed upon

other men by joseph smithsinith thus giving authority to nen in the nine
4teenthsteenth century as in the days of old

wouaou

hinrkinr dom

92

the prophets capacities as a spiritual leader ie to lay the

foundation to build and establishaexblish the kingdom of god lay his
qualifications as a temporal leader or one who could for instance

handle money explain how to farmfarncarmfann and explainexplalnexpla howin to cut trees be-

cause god had inspired himihinhimhiml to imowitanow theaetheoethease things

the surer word of prophecy H ie that in the lantlast dayemdaysdayes

the lord would gather israel build up ion and establish his
kingdomkinjdom

other revelations were

received from god by joseph smithsnith for the people the organization

of the church the order of enochnoch polygyny and the templetempietenpietemmie cere-

monies whichrhichchich were necessary before a mannan could return to the

presence of god werewore a few of the noreyore importantimport instructionsmt from

god the construction of the temples under the prophet and the
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subsequent temples in the rockybocky mountains as well as the temples

which had been built under moemoses and solomon werewero the result of

commandmentscommand fromments god the latterdaylatter saintsday were in the temple

building tradition which tradition god had always required of hisHALS

people

the crescendocrescrea ofcendocondo the introduction of the last dispensation

consummated in the climatic death of the prophet joseph smith iromfromhrom

the first day the prophet was called by god the principle of reveal-

ing the peoplespeopletpeopled faults which caused the death of the prophetprophets

from the days of adam until now

haamaa enunciatenunciate

iiiii1ii

forced joseph snithysmithy aaas it had

the prophets of old who alsoalaoaiso lived in adulterous generations to

reveal the wickedness of the peoplepeo thetae enunciations of the

prophet against the iniquities of his generation stimulatedtismlated the

persecution which behe had to undergo to be perfected and which

eventually caused his death but god protected joseph smith until

the time arrived that his blood was to be shed by wicked men

concomitantconoomitant with the activities of god in the affairs of

man in the nineteenth century was the accelerated activities of

satan the great advocate of decrease he not only tried to per-

suade joseph smith to ceaseoease fromfroin prayer in the sacred bovetgove but he
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was actively encouraging a host of divere demonstrations such as

mesmerism animal magcntisimagontizitj vase jumping false revelations and

table knocking in hopes that the people would not be able to

distinguish the powerpoierpoler of increase from the powerpovier of decrease

ihenwhennhen satan failed to winrin the loyalty of the saints by

persecution through argument he aroused the masses and the people

in high positions who were in spiritual darkness to legally perse-

cute the saints physically the other facet which explained the

persecution of the latterdaylatter saintsday in ohio missourickissourimissouritmlsKisnisMisso andsouriurivurit
illinois was another of the inscrutable wayaways of god who supported

these persecutions to achieve some of his purposes god perse-

cution of the saintsscaints was governed by the eternal true principle

that the lord chastenethchast thoseeneth hiahis sons whom he lovest those not

chastened were bastards and not sons since the beginning of Usilialils

church in the last dispensation god used afflictions to punish his

people when they departed from his ways until they returned to give

them experiences which they could receive iniz no other way to teach

them to live in peace with each otherothers to bring them to the test as

israel was brought to the test and to prepare them to be gathered
4

from babylon
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jhen the time was ready it was the lord not the reasoning

intellect or leaders of the saints who delivered the saints from

the persecutionderneDerse andcution gatheredfaaiza themthernthenthemlthennthered from civilization to the wilderness

in the tops of the mountains

through his control of circumstancescircumcircur thisstances people have been
removed from civilization and have been brought to inhabit
these vales among the rocky mountains to dwell in these deso-
late and barren plainplains where no other people that we have
knowledge of would live one year if theycouldthey2couldthey getgotcould away
the providence of god haahashab brought us hereharehene

the principle of the gathering waawas a stumb1ingstumbling block to

christianity because those who were christians did not understand

the imperative behind the necessity tot gather from babylon the

natural principles and sound reason for all the providencesprovi ofdences the

almighty were lost to the world but not to hlahiahis prophetprophets the3

people of the earth failed to comprehend that the ancient apostles

lived in a time of dispersion and scattering a time when the

command waewas go to the nations of the earth n whereas the nine-

teenth century wabwaswaithewasthethe time god had et aside to fulfill hisbiahlahia

promises to abraham the latter days wabwaawas the era of gathering up

the house of israel and the fullness of the gentiles and bring

tna7 them home to ion and to the lands of their fatherfathersfatheraa
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timetine when gods commandcoancomn wasand comecone from the nations of the earthnlearth
although

nl01

the historical force of the gathering had been

described by john it rolled on unperceivedperceivedwn by the world which was

in its spiritual darkness the world little understood that the

seed of abraham was mixed with the seedaeed of the rebellious throughout

the whole world and that it was mainly those with the blood of

ephraimephSph whoraliaraijaralin were gathering to the place preparlpreparpreharprepare d for them by the

lord those with the blood of ephraim werewore heeding the command

which john saw would go out warning the righteous to flee from

2babylon

the promulgation of the gospel that great historical force

calculated to separate or segregate the sinner from the saints was

accompanied by the spirit of god whichhichaich forced the novice to orosacrossorosscrosa

the ocean andor plains in order to disentangle himself from

babylon to prepare himself for the second coming of christ and to

receive uahisu8 inheritance which god had promised abraham that hohe would

give the newnow proselyteproselytes could not do anything else because god

would not let them do anything else
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according to brigham young the main handcarthand disastercarteart was

caused by the people heeding their own desires rather than listeni-
ng to the spirit of god directing the gathering
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the missionaries who preached the gospel to the gentile

nations sought for those with the blood of the patriarchs A few

with it were here and there blessing the nations as predicted

take a family of ten children for instances and you may find
nine of them purely of the gentile stocksstock and one son or one
daughter in that family who is purely of the blood of ephraimEh
it

raim
was in the veinveins of the father or mother and was reproduced

in the on or daughter where all the rest of the family are
gentilegentilenbentilenGen youtilen may think that is singular but it is truetrueb

the missionaries found that some areas embraced the gospel more

readily than others the more stubborn and rebellious were recal-

citrant because when their ancient fathers rejected the gospel god

had placed a curse upon them that they must gain their salvation by

suffering for the first shall be last and the last shall be first
when their iron bands were broken and they were set at liberty by

the missionaries rewfew of themtheathen accepted the goseppigosepi the places which

received the gospel more readily were those in which the inhabitants

fathers of ancient timetimesbimes had not rejected the gospel or whose

ancestors had lived without the gospel from the days of noah until
the advent of the missionaries

the

2

first and subsequentsubaub saintssequent who had gathered in the tops

of the mountains found a barren wildernesswilderness unperceived were

millions and millions of evil spirits around them in the valleys
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the evil forces were combined to thwart the building of the kingdom

of god in the tops of the mouxitains

the crop failures johnstonsJohn armyamyaayetonastona and the indian wars also

afflicted the saints because they failed to recognize thattbatthatabat the lord

god is with us in our midst and around about us by his angels by
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the devils were on hand to discourage the seed of ephraim who had

made theirthe way toao the valleys of the tops of the mountains to help

establish the kindoningdortyr of glodgodoclodgode thisvaisells concentrated opposition neantnieantleant

that the lord was hurrying his work aionoalonealonoalong the oppositionoppositio waswias

necessary to build the kingdomkingkinS ofdoindorn godgodogode

the

I1

power of the evil spirits waawas greatcreat enough that by 1856186

there were somesone

people with legions of evilevieyllevl spirits inaln and around themthenther there
are men who walk our streets that havehav4hava more than a hundred
devils in themthen andaridarld round about them prompting them to all
manner of evil and somesomobome too that professprofesa to be latter day
sic7 saintsfaintsaix andits if you were to take the devilsdeviladevlia out of then

and from about them I you would leave them deadcorpsesi for
I1 believe there would be nothing left of them

furthermore the evil spirits carried the news of the recommencement

on the temple fromfrosfrol maine to california to mexico and all over the

worlworldwerl they spread the nev that there was something devilish going

on amongamone the mormonsmorraonsmormorra andMonsons that the mormonsmor
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his spirit and by his eye which searches and researches our heartehearts
the lord hoped to teach the saints self mastery to give them

superior blessings and to train them until they recognized that liehelleile

2god was close by and that he walked in their midst daily the

afflictions upon the saints were to help them in building the king
53dom of god upon the earth

the prophet receiving revelations and the saints in posses-

sion of the priesthood and the keys of the priesthood were the

necessarynecneo prerequisitesebsaryessary to begin to organicorganizeorganiz a society after the

order of enoch had the saints constructed a society patterned

after this order they would have known how to organizeorg theeniseanise kingdom

of god the saints after passing the mortal ordeal and proving

themselves faithful to god would have been set free by god from

whom they would receive crowns of glory immortality and eternal

lives or eternal increase

and there is no other path that we can walk in no other
system no other laws or ordinances by which we can gain
exaltation only by submitting ourselves perfectly to the
requirements of heaven 4

they would have gained liberty by following the established pattern
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ie perfect submission to all the rules and regulations required

of heaven furthermore such a society would have provided the

necessary economic political and social milieu in which a full
exercise of blood atonementatone polygynymientrient stewardship and the powers

of the priesthood could be maintained

the institutional structure of the kingdom of god that would

have been set up by the perfect system of laws and ordinances was

needed in the world for the principle of correct government seems
2to be lost to the world seems to be takentatkentakken from the nations the

ioselosalose of personalversonalversional self government a primeprine prerequisite for perfect

rule left few men who knewknerknet how to govern judiciously the temporal

things the feelings of the people and the power of the various

manmademan kingdomsmade finally the divine system of government was the

only means to gain peace uponupronapron the earth the kingdom of god being

built by the saints would spread over the earth subduing all the

antipathy to it for the kingdom of god and the kingdom of satan
53could not coexistco inexist peace

the exigencyexlexi ofgencygeney the utopian politic body was heightened by

the principle that all manmademan kingdomsmade were not designed to endure
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govengovernrgovergovernaientslentsbents

lseiseize the antiquated mundane governments which were designed
2to decompose or disintegrate

the volition of the individual would not subordinate to

absolutism instead when the kingdonkingdom of god had rainedgrained pre emi

nencenonce over all ruling bodies it would legislate lasla- s that would

guarranteeguar eachrantee man his rights aoas well asan laws that would protect

him in the exercise of these rights irregardless of his religionrelirellreil
A deeder

gionagionoglona

decree of autonomy would be given to the nations and their people

in

ree

the enjoyment of all their rights no matter what they believe

what they profess or what they worshipworships taMt3
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all governments of earthly origin followed thesthe pattern of birth
growth maturity andana decay these politicalyolitical bodies contained

their own seeds of destruction because evenoven when the fraderaframera of the

constitutions of the manmademan kingdomsmade exercised the summit of their
fastidious intelligence they were unable to purge the combustivecombue

elements

tive

or those certain principles from the constitutions that did

and would sap the foundations of their existence the kingdom of

godood under construction by the latterdaylatter saintsday would eventually

revolutionizerevolution

ceacainatain
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I1 do not know of a darker period in the history of the world

than that of the nineteenth century apart from the light of the new

4
and everlasting covenant 11 the eternal principles which were

calculated to endure and exalt people andwidmid upon which the people
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the lawlavy of heaven was and would provide only one tradition
one custom for the kingdomKinc ofdom godrod it was and would teach those

gathered in utah the celestial tradition which would graduallyoraSra

spread

0 dually

throughout the worldwordwond unanimity ielejlevaejiej except ye are one ye

are not mine or tf1 am in my father and ye in me and I1 in you

rather than separation or decomposition was a gnandgranderandE principlerand which

governed and controlled the intelligence which dwelled in the

father and sonhon would ultimately waste away and destroy the refuge

of lies and every city natirnnatinnatlomatirn andn government which did not serve

god or heed the eternal principles

hileihilehiiethilechile the kingdom of god physically and ideologically was

evolving into the divine economic politicalpo religiousliCiousreliticalticalloticalli andanc social1

edificesedifedir babyloniceo continued toward destruction the apostacyapostasyapo aidedguidedstacy

the world into another dark aearreafre by the nineteenth century
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should place their affections were lost in the abys of spiritual
darkness true riches were confused with fainefalseraine riches by the

worldworldsworide the light of the spirit was foreign to the world therefore
they mistook error for truth and the display of miraclelowermiracle bylower the

devil for that of god because the massesaaea of mankind were nearly

destitute for true knowledge they were by their askew customcustoms and

traditions preparing themselves unaware for the day of calamity

and slaughter

the world was strangled by its customsatomsstomscu the laws govern

ments religionreligions and prejudices of the whole world were merely

traditiontraditi without a single exception these rights and wrongs

which were perpetuated by the force of education displaceddladiadis theplaced

righteousnessrighteous theneast lines drawndramdrag out and the laws givengivongivan to the people

by god ithwith these acquired prepossessed feelings the people

differed one from another in feelings principles objects and

pursuitspursuit as well a customcu religionsceilrolideilstorts ianslanslawsgions and domestic affairs

eachsachzach nation under heaven considered themselves to be the best

peoplepeoplet the mostmoat righteous the most intelligent the nearest to the

thing required of them by the lord almighty and that they had the

beatbest men for their priests and rulersrulers all nations upon this earth

entertained these sentiments their perpetuatorsperpetua steppedtoppedtorstora into a

train of ideas and ordinancesordina peculiarnoesnoss to the prejudices of their
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education the feeling of being right stimulated many nations to

war against others this feeling of nationalism was a force behind

such nations as great britain who conquered india in order to bring
2their more enlightened customs and religion to these people

the force of rectitude as well as the persecution of the

saints was a cause of the civil ar the lord almighty cursed cain

and his seed with a sin of blackness 1 and to be the servants of

servants if the civil alarwar was uncalled for because america could not

remove the curse on the negro the spiritually blind abolitionists
53did not understand that they could not alter that decree

the civil uanwarviarvar a punishment from god upon the united statestates3

for persecuting the saints
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was one event in the many events taking

the united states to the brink of ruin the approaching destruction

was similar in all the nations of the worldworldsworide the united states and

also all the other nations were living upon fiction delightzinfdellghttnjg7

in shadow running afterarter inzainz7error greedily drinktn7 down falsehoodalsehoodt
y 4

and hateinha truetein 0 lord god was operating with the united
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sisnitset who liveduvedaved upon north andcandanacanaeana southouthO0 americanericallm

were the seed of joseph who was sold into egypt the lord gave this

land aion7ionzion to jacob who bequeathed it to joseph and his posterity

the lamanitesLama receivednites covenants and promises from god they

transgressed the laws ordinancesordina andjaces covenantscovenancolenan ofs god thereforethereforet

in proportion to the degree of light they sinned against so were

they reduced by the curseoursecurgecudse of god which had been visited upon their

children for many generationgenerationsgenerationse n althoughaltiAlVi theyough belonged to the

household of god and would ultimately become a white and delights-

ome people god afflicted them in this world and even though they
4

might go into hell god would save them in the hereafter
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statestateotates and other nations taking awuyaw theirtlayiy wisdomwisdondeirdelr until byandbyby

they

and

will

by

get mad and rush to certain destruction
among the various tribes aridandarldend rounrrounorou B of the aborigines the

sentiments and ferlincfeelincfee emchwmchlinc gnewgrewgrein fronifromfront the feeling of being right
or of being the ravanfavoredravon oneonez sent tribe against tribe and nation

against nation each belligerent party felt that they were follow-

ing the dictates of god in their attempts to destroy the other tribe
2the epitome of evil

these LamanitelamaniterlamanitenitLamanitesniter
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the knowledge the indians had concerning god wasras aaas great a

anyone else but like the rest of mankind they step into a train
of ideas and ordinances peculiar to the prejudices of their educa-

tion

bawsaw

rockalrockzl

in short all people were conscious of a supreme being whom

they saw or his power in the rockerocka planets natural forces or

storms all nations tribes and communities worshipped something

because they had within them a crude and undefined impression of a

supreme and universal rulerbulerbuier to whom they attempted to give form and

individuation in their idols because of their ignorance of god

they thought that by reverence rites special incantations and

sacrifices to the idols they would appease the anger of their

idolized god whom they believed they aw manifest in the deviations

of nature in the reversesreverse of war and in death by custom and tra-

dition the special ritualism and ceremonialism needed to gain the

power and favor of godqodbod were perpetuated from generation to genera-

tion 2

thus the history of this earth was a great gospel discourse

too long to be delivered in its entirety to finite beings in one

shontabortshort life this sermon began with the principles of salvation and

would conclude at the finalfinai consummation of all things that have

been from the commencement of the creation of the world and the

peoplingeo ofpling it unto the vastestlastest ic7 generation of adam and
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eve 0 0 0
H Aslisjis the culmination of the windingupwinding scene such a

gospel discourse would be preached by the savior before the throne
2

of god then it would be covered in itsitz entirety
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neesness which allowed many who continually

held in reserve all previous forms of evaluation or criteria as they

searched for new criteria were the peculiar type of egotism which

villainizedvillainiaed many peoplespeopled intelligence the latter contained many

criticasterscritic whoasters electedselected a criterioncrosscriterion crosstrosscrosb to bear their entire

lives littlelittie did such individualindividuals who believed they had the

corner on truth comprehend that a they went about colloquial asingssingizing

the thoughts and actions of others that their supposed avenue to

truth was in reality closer to a precious bane brigham toungyoungroungtoune asan

a man and what he aidsaidbeidbeld has undergone the assault of pro criticasters

11
7

JEPILOGUEIPILOGIJE

evaluations AMAND rscommekjdatioksrecom1413k

the

ID

entire

AT

realm

IOMSionslons

of evaluation is harassed with sundry

difficulties of which the mostmoat unruly of the problems is that of

attaining a nonrelativenon orrelative ageless criterion and procedure of

criticism such has been the plague of the modern and contemporary

ageeageageoabeabee the mathematicians of the period of copernicus galileo and

newtonhewton developed a new metaphysical and epistemological criterion
which enabled them to discard many of the ancient christian and

medieval works from these determinists through the rationalists
romantici8tromanticist pragmatists fundamentalists and modernistsmoder scienti-

fic

nisto

minded and several others runsruna the continual thin thread of

tolerant intolerance or the searching mind of man seeking the one

and only criterion and critique to arrive at eternal veracity

concomitant with the agnosticnessagnostionessagnosticagnostlonessioness

romanticiatst

as colloquializing
st

ald
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neasnesnessnea and interrelatednesinterrelateinterrelatedinterrelatedness formed a complex

wholewholeswhoie thusthust matter acted upon matter in a cause and effect rela-

tionship orortory as brighambrighanbrichan young described the interrelationship of

agent and patient to a person who thoroughly understands the

reasons of all thinestthings and can trace from their effects to their

araaxaarn youngyoungs philosophy

of history will bear the most fruit or reward for the intellectually

curious if they enliven the evaluation withirith a varigationrigationvariegationva of criteria
the remainder of the epilogue will be concerned more with suggesting

a comprehensivenoncomprehensivenon list of approaches to evaluate brigham youngyoungs

philosophy of history r

the philosophical evaluation of brighamBrig loungeyoungshafahaia philosophy of

history places it in thetho school of determinism although man lived

in a dualistic world the thesis and antithesis as well as matter

and every particle of the elements in every stage of existence were

subjects of law the laws which supported and supplimentedaupplimentedsupplemented each

other in their interlacedinterlacednesinterlacedness nesneb

yricsbrics

109

and con criticasters and has also received grace from those who

possess that agnoaticnessagnosticnessagnostic suchneasness critiquecritiques if they were placed in an

arbitrary schematic order would lie between normonjnormonjn andormononmon non

mormon between a pychoaalyiajosychosych of brigham young and biographies

which in reality are more nearly posthumous panegyrics intended to

glorify brigham young As casuistic as the supposedsuppoaea8upposedsuppo critiquecritiquesaea have

been it is hoped that each person who undertakes an evaluation of

brigham youngyoungsyounge philosophy of history will be aware of his personal

bias and avoid the paet fruits of the operationoperations of villainizedviliainiased

intelligence therefore any critique of brighamBrigh

pane

dnests 1

tionship Brighan

mormon
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true cassezoaubercausezoa mystery41ubeauBeruaea does not exist hl or in the providencesprovi ofdences

god when understood you will see that one thing has a bearing upon

another n knowledge was gained by understanding the cause of

effects or the effects of causes or the law governing the particular
eventevents

there are similarities between brihambrigham young and many of the

mathematical and rational philosophers of the seventeenth eight-

eenth and nineteenth centuriescenturies each comparative discussed his

ultimate la- or force rather extensively while the major and minor

laws were handled rather lightly eachibach comparativeconncorncorx releasedpalativeparativenaraparanana him-

self

P tive

from the arduousarduandu ifoua not impossible tatasksk of unraveling the

mystery of how his comprehensive principles gave order and unison

to the surface hubbub and confusion and still maintained the under-

lying unity which the principleprinciples first were formulated to explain

begged the question while locke hobbehobbes and 3pinoapinozat to mention

a few begged the questionquee withtion the statementstatements check your own

experience and youayou1 find proof to support what I1 sayyoutilboutil

civi2ivi

brigham

young mentioned several reaaonsreasons the ignorance which covered the

worldworlds in a measure covered the latterdaylatter saintsday minds so that

they were able to receive only part of the eternal lawsolawslawse second

the very fashion of mans intellect was a hinderance the human

intelligence was created to learn a little here and a little there
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wasars

thirdlthiral

ill
line upon line and precept upon precept therefore there wrs not a

man who camecane upon the earth who could receive at first impulse a

thing in its entire perfection thirdthind the ability to discover the

eternal laws was possessed by each person thus a certain amount of

investigation and comprehension of the eternal laslaws was the responcespon

sibilitysivilitysibi oflity each person to gain the proof of what he brighambrig

young

ham

had said asaa wellweilweli as to gain a better insight into the

eternities hinged upon the hearer living in accordance with the

revealed laws of grodgod brigham young claimed that these saints were

not allowed to reveal the confidences of god also the way was still
open and always would be open to these secrets for thetho faithful

saints

another approach would be to evaluate brigham youngyounes

theory of history in light of the sociological theory of the birth

growth or evolution of institutions simultaneously the reviewer

might find it fruitful if he compared the afinityaminity between man and

matter evident in brigham youngsa theory of pan materialistic liliamlifiamlifism

with the emotional attachment heldholdheidhoid by the modern physical scientistscientists

he might also wish to place brigham youngayoung1youngfeyoungae ideas concerning the

elements and the amachichinenefineftneti in a comparative chart against those

ideas of modern physicphysics geology chemistry and the like

also there is another avenue to pursue by which to gain

another view of brigham youngyouu98toung view of history there i enough of
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ismiemlem mans nature experimentalism idealism

naturalism objective realism spiritual realism physical realism

the bifurcation problem interactionism parallelism epiphenomenal-

ism double aspect theory emergence theorytheony spiritualismpiritualisia freedom

or freeagencyfree problemprobagency freeieraleialein will deteminldeterminism limited free will

god aaas an important aspect of reality atheism deism pantheism

theism polytheism emerging god the meaning of existence or

ontology and problems of quantity monism dualismduali andsms pluralism

those investigators in the field of educational philosophy

realneal

112

brigham youngs views on man to make it worth ones energy to

exchange the findings of modern psychology philosophy educational
psychology and educational philosophy with those of brigham young

the approach by psychology and educational psychology might well

start with an examination of brigham youngs idea of the cognate

structure of the mind its religious psychology its ability at

perceptual distinctions and the innate and predispositions of the

human mind the latter of these two fields may wish to emphasize

more the methods of learning and how to accelerate such according to

brigham young A critique using the discipline of philosophy or

educational philosophy will discover a fresh insight into the philo-

sophy of history by brigham young if the traditional categoriescategoriest

ie epistemology metaphysics logic and axiology are used to

be more specific for example inquirers in both fields may wish to

examine the metaphys1metaphysics of brigham youngs philoaophyphilosopfiyphilosophyphiloa ofophy history in

the areas of cosmology causality constancy or absolutism or rela-

tivism the nature of time the nature of space teleology evolution-

ism creationalcreationalismcreationalismt
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will find it extremely helpful to first categorize brighambrig youngham in
reference to hlahiahishib position on truth and god he is more of a

religious realist than a pure realist idealistide oraliat objective ideal-

ist iftf it were illustrated it would appear as in illustration 2

illusotraticinillujmmch 2

RELIGICUSRSLIGICUS REALISM OF BRIGHAM YCUKGYOUNG comparedCONPARED
miltnITHIIITH RALISREALISMralls 2110nD idhali3k

realism idealismIde religiousaliez realism of
brigham young

godfgodegod truthf 6G truth0
truthfruth r

dV 4f ATscienceArenranmen science mannan science man

A substantial contribution would come from the historians
who might conduct a critiquecrioricrl intique which brigham toungetoung1youngs philosophy of

history would be discussed in reference to the philosophers of

history according tovtoitot saysayssmysmys plato vicovice spenglerspongier and toynbee of th

cyclical progression schoolschools or to bergil comte hegel spencer

marxmarev and darwin of the linear progress school or the historian

may wish to approach the philosophy of history of brigham young by

enviroaraentaliam

irregardless of the disciplines used the criticcritie needs to

safeguard against the attitude which in some educated people has

crystalizedcryetalissedcrystallized into dogmatism that the modern sciences have pretty
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iveneven though brigham young seemed to understand

the power of socioculturalsociosocle forcescultural in mannan milieu as well as the

supernatural milieumilieutmilieus he still cast everything in the classical

christian tradition ielesleyiet everything was either black or white lt

eviltievilthevil or good 11 increase or decrease

reirek

mansnans

alatedulated

physghys 4 cal
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well swept the garner clean of mxpertition fablefabie illogical loiclogic

criticastercriticasterscriticaster5critic charlatansasternasters mystery and have finally putpt man on the

path and given him the meanameanseans to discover eternal truths the modern

sciences are tillstill enough in the stages of immaturity that their
investigations as regulated as they arearc allow their manipulators

to postulate and theorize new ways thouhshouhthou interestingih and stimu-

lating to view man and his world rather than to relate the ultimate

truth of the matter to mankind corollary with this belief in

finality andor a level or state of finality would be a major

criticism of brigham youngsyoungyoungb philosophy of history whereasvhereao4hereas the

mind of modern man tends to ee everything as a complex whole in a

complex cosmos brigham youngs mind tended to oversimplify the

macrocosm in the light of the modern mentality the descriptions

of the supernatural the laws the procreationalpro patterncreational the

creation mans experience with the physical and social world the

flux of the elements the mental realm of man the polarity in man

and other items of the philosophy of history of brigham young would

be oversimplified

such a critic who dis-

misses the entire philosophy of history according to brigham young

upon the credualitycre thatduality parsimony is a brother to falseness will

appear a mugsmug as did any one of the blind men examining the

elephant
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the theologians and scholasticscholastics evaluation might extend

brigham youngyoungs ideas to omesome logical conclusions the teleological
nature of man would be of importance as contrasted with the

mechanical cause and effect worldmyrldmyrid in which manrannan lives the poss-
ibility of a spiritual materialism is another avenue of investigation

the mormon theologian and scholastic in their evaluation
might well investigate the following areas the position brigham

young gave to truth or law in reference to god the adamgodadam theorytheoryigod

the other husband doctrindoctrine slavery on earth and in heaven the

order of enochnoch doctrinedoctrin the increase and decrease doctrinedoctrin and the

people apostacyapostasy rather than godapostacy theory as well as other

doctrines could be compared with the theological speculations of

other officials of comparable status in the church of jesus christ

of latterdaylatter saintssaintoZSaday theints finite mentalcental manipulations of the

ormonmormon theologian and scholastic would do well to solve the pro

blembleinbiernbiem of whether the lawnlawslawa of increase and decrease operate consciousconsciously

or unconsciouslyunconscious or whether animationanin andbationnationbatlon lanlavianlwi occurred simultan-

eously thus allowing the mormon theologian and scholastic the

chance to semantically harmonizehar brighammonise youngyoungfs idea of the

governing laws with that of other church leaders that is a type of

epiphenomenalism could be invoked which allows the defender to

is a term which describedescribes the conception
that the people of the earth left the priesthood and the church
organization god apoetacyapostacyyl is a term which signifies that god
removed the priesthood and church from the people before the people
left the priesthood and church
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ityits unles8unless the spirit wished to pursue the course of

decomposition estionsquestions for the theologians could be multiplied in

their attempt to further define the conceptions of brigham young

but they need not detain us here

the epilogue has been concerned with suggesting means of

possible evaluation and areas for further inquiry the epilogue as

wellveilweliweil as the main body of the text in keeping with the basic position

taken by the author hashaa been an attempt at an explanation or exposi-

tion of Brighabrighajmbriahambridaham young rather than a vindication

116

claim that animation produced law thus the termeferaetermstemme increase and

decrease would be symbols only of good and evil

another of the many problems which naymaylayr vex the mormonormongrmon

thinker concerns the governance of man noumenalnotnoi activitiesmenalmenai by law

as rigid as mathematical laws A definite geometry or near

gestaltismgeataltiemgestaltistGestaltGeatal ofismtiemibm the mind definite mathematical formulas to predict

thought and action are two possibilities of the everalseveral

god according to the philosophy of history by brigham young

seems deistic to some people while he seems personal to others

shywhy why did differences occur among the twelve apostlesapostlesiapost despitelesi

the weaknesses of the flesh when they hadbad the spirit of inspiration

the battle between the body and spirit seems to be a mere battle of

wordawordewordswonda orforyfort how can the body a nonthinkingnon entitythinking govern the

spirit in it
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GODOOD AS A SCIENTISTcziamst

the following i an excerpt from the journal 0 f discoursesdiboDisodisc

it
ontoft

purses

was observed here by brother taylorzaylor this morning when

speaking of the arts and sciences theythoy are from eternity to eter-
nity they can neither be increased nor diminished and the lord

has had to teach the people all that they know no matter whether

it be the wicked who acknowledge him not or the righteous both are

alike in that respect they receive their knowledge frofrom the same

aouraaourcsources the construction of the electric telegraph and the method

of using it enabling the people to send niessagesznesaagesnies fromsages one end of

the earth to the other is just as much a revelation from god as any

ever given the same is true with regard to making machinery

whether it be a steamboat a carding machine a sailing vesselvossel a

rowing vessel a plow harrow rake sewing machine thrashing

machinemuamaa orchine anything else it nakesmakesmaken no difference theaethese things have

existed from all eternity and will continue to all eternity and the

lord has revealed them to his children

in the infancy of creation the human family commenced down

at the bottom of the ladder and had to makeraake their way upwards how

small and frail that commencementcomcon looksencementuncement now why it is considered

almost beneath the notice of the wise of this day to talk of the

intelligence of our first parents hen01hen they waked from their

sleep and found themselves in a state of nudity we are told that
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they hid themselves because they were ashamed and mortified and did

not wishvashwashumeh to expose themselveathenselveathemselvesthenathensthemathemsel whenelveavea the lord came along and he

picked some fig leaves what a simple ideaideal ilehellelie picked someomegome fig
leavesleaver and sewed them together and made aprons of thethenntheml I1 do not

knoknow whether he used scissors or his penlcnifepenknife for the cutting out of

the garments or what kind of a needle and thread he used but he

made aprons for the whole human and evelive hatwhatahat a simple

ideal it is beneath the notice of the mechanicmechanic or artist or the

science of the world nowadaysnow yetteta simpledays asaz it seem now the

lord had to reveal to our first parents the modus operandioperand of the

manufacture of an apron of fig leaves and when they wanted a

little copper made up after having found the ore the lord had to

come along and howshow them how to do it and how to manufacture the

iron lowhowilowbowI simple this is I1 it is beneath the notice of the intelintellig-

ence

ll
and science that are in the world now the scientific men of

the present time say those were the days of ignorance yes that

was the period of the childhood of the human family in the infancy

of the worldworide but what does it manifest unto us pahyvvhypvhy that there is
a being superior to man and though we may not know the place where

he resides he has come along occasionally and shown his creatures

how to make and work up brass iron copper and in fact has revealed

to them everything they know at various stages of their development

and progress

the people of this day think they know more than all who

have preceded themtheiathein that this is the wisest generation that ever did

live on the earth perhaps it is in worldly things and in some of
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the arts and sciences it may be but there is no question that many

things of great worth known anciently have been lost archaelogicalarchaeologicalArchae

developments

logical
and investigations bring to light facts in the

mechanical arts which set at defiance the skill of the world in our

day for instance where is the mechanic now who can sharpen

copper so that it would shave the beard from a masmans face or chop

timber like an axe made of steel the skill to do that is not in

existence now yet it once was and many other artsants revealed to man

anciently have been lost through the wickedness of the people

I1 want to say a few words about our religion but first I1

willyill ask you to remember this prayer which I1 offered at the

convene orient of my remarkremarksremarke with regard to the poor if you will do

that they will be looked after and brought home nowhow we will talk
a little about our religion skisk the scientific mennen of the world

how many of the arts can be reduced to a science henjhenohen they are so

reduced they become permanent but untilunti then they are uncertain

they go and come appear and disappear henwhenchen they are reduced to

science and system their permanencype and1 stabilitymanencymanenty are assured it
is so with government until it isals reduced to a science it is liable

to be rent asunder by anarchy and confusion and capricescaprice and

scattered to the four winds government to be stablestiable and permanent

and have any show for success must be reduced to a science it is
the gainesainegarnegarte with religion but our traditions are uchsuch that it is one

of the most difficult things in the world to make men believe that

the revealed religion of heaven is a pure sciencesciences andaridarld all true

science in the possession of men now is a part of the religion of

few
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heaven and has been revealed from that source but it is hard to
get the deorlepeorle to believe that god is a scientific charactercharacters that
behe ilveslivesliveo by science or strict law that by this he i and by law

he was made what heileflefie is and will remain to all eternity because of

his faithful adherence to law it is a most difficult thing to make

the people believe that every art and science and all wisdom cornea

fromtrofrofron him and that he is their author cur spirits are his he

begot them e are eis children hehie set the nachine in motion to

produce our tabernacles and when men discard the principle of the

existence of a supreme being and treat it with lightness as

brother taylor says they are fools it is strange that scientific
men do not realize that all they know is derived from him to

supposesupaup orpose to fostertostertoeterroster the idea for one moment that they are the

originators of the wisdom they possess is folly in the highest

such men do not know themselves As for ignoring the principle of

the existence of a supreme being I1 would as soon ignore the idea

that this house came into existence without the agency of intelli-
gent beings

well7ellveilveliweilwelibell the latterdaylatter yaintsday are beginning to comprehend that

true religion is a science 5 and their religion consists of principles

law and order and they acknowledge god in all things and the time

will come when every knee will bow and every tongue confess to and

acknowledge binhimhinbim and when they ho have lived upon the earth and

have spurned the idea of a supreme being and of revelations from

him will fall with shamefacedness and humble themselves before him

exclaiming there is a god 0 godood we once rejected thee and
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disbelieved thy word and set at naught thy counsels but now wevve bow

down in shame and we do acknowledgeknowledgeao that there is a god and that
jesus i the christ this time will come most assuredly we have

the faith of the gospel of the lord jesus it is not a frenzied

frantic idea likeilkelire the systems of religion inventedindented by men we have

ceremonies but there is life in those ceremonies and our religion

has organization body and soul the religious systems of en have

tajrt1j kind of organizationorganisationorganizat and seemingly they will build a body but it
iais like their god it cannot be found

brigham young journal of discoursesdlaDiadibcourses liverpool england horace
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this conference that we build a temple here of the best material

that america arfordaffordaffords if this is done it will have to be built of

platinaplatinaiplapia andtinai I1 do not know that there is any to be got in this
territory it is purer stronger and iais every way a better metal

than pure gold if we cannot get the platinaplati wenainaj must build a

templetampletampie of pure gold that is here I1 knoknow but if the conference

want us to build a temple of pure gold they will have to put into

the tithing stonestoresstorestoves something besides old halfdeadhalf stinkingdead cowcowscowa

and old brokenkneedbroken kneed horseshorse or if they even put in all the good

cattle they possess will it build a temple of gold of silver or

of brass no it will not

I1 am inclined to offer a chemical argumentargu withmentmeAt regard to

the material for building a temple in our present circumstances

the best materials I1 have mentioned probablyprobabl iron might be

better than stone the time will come when the lord will bring eortorforror

brass goldgoldt for iron silver and for stones iron and for wood

brabbras to beautify his sanctuary and make the place of hi feet

glorious that will be but it is not now I1 thoughtthough when I1 was

AP KNDIX II11

INCREASEimcjrea3b ANDAMD DECREASE I1IN THE PHYSICAL elementsELVAMTSBrENTSSL
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excerpt was taken from volume I1 of the journal of
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I1 want to occupy a few moments more and talk about our

contemplated temple it has been moved secondedsecond
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at iron county and saw the iron mountains that the iron was

actually come instead of stonestoteatone

but for the chemical argument touching the material for the

building of a temple in this city it has been proposed that we

send to san pete to get the rock somesone say it will cost too much

others saysv we cannot do it and others say that we can 1I not

being a practical chemist but only a chemist in theory shall have

to use my own language toI1 express mfmy ideas you may bring the

stone from san pete which iais a beautiful specimen of rock and

erect a temple here with it then you may take this andsand stone that

is found in abundance in the redbuteredoute kanyon and build a temple of

that then you steptep over to the emigration kanyon and get thithisthlthig

bastard marble and build another of the same dimensions as that you

have built of the red sand tonestone now you have got the san pete

rock temple the red sand stone templetemplettempie and another built of lime

tonestone or bastard marble 1I call it then right beside of that

another one of adobiestadobieaado mixedbiessbiestbless with pebbles take that clay and

these pebble stones that are so abundant here and mix in with them

straw and build another temple of that composition besides the

three which are built of different kinds of rock and let them stand

together which do you think will stand the longest being a

chemist in theory I1 should smytsay according to my mind when the san

pete rock is washed into the jordan the other buildingbuildingsbuildinp will still
be standing and be in moderate conditioncondit thelonoionolone red sand stone will

go the next andana the other two still remain the bastard marble or

lime stone will be in pretty good preservation and when that is all
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decomposed and washed away into the jordan you will find that
tempitempletempltempie which is built of mudnud or adobies as some call them still
remains and in better condition that at the first day it was built

you may ask any practical chemisteh anyenist man who knows under-

stands and studies the elements and hohe will corroborate these

statements this is a matter I1 want you to look at to think and

meditate upon I1 do not talk about the expense of the building

and the time it would take to erect it but its durability and

which is the beatbeetbest material within our reach to build it with if
you take this clay which is to be found in abundance on these

bottom lands and mix with it thesethose pebblepebbiedebbie rocksrocksy and make adobiesadobiez

of the compoundcompo itundtundy will petrify in the wall and become a solid rock

in five hundred years so as to be fit to cut into millstones to

grind flour while the other materials I1 have mentioned will have

decomposed and gone back to their native elements I1 am chemist

enough to know that much my simple philosophy is this the

elements of which this terra firma is composed are every moment

either composing or decomposing they correncecoiriencecomrencecomoom toyencerence organishorganiseorg oranizeaniseaeise to

compose and continue to grow until they arrive at their zenith of

perfection and then they begin to decompose when you find a rock

that has arrived at its greatest perfectionperfecti youonnont may know that the

work of decaying has besunbegun atletiatI the practical chemist make his

observations upon a portion of the matter of which this earth is
composed and he will findsind that just as quick as it i at its per-

fection that very instant it begins to decompose vewe have proof of

this go into egypt for instance and you will find the monuments
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tomoretoworetowar6 and pyramids that werevierevienewiere erected in the days of joseph and

before he was sold into agyptrigyptgypt they were built of what we call

adobiesfadobieet clay mixed up with straw theaethese fabrics which have excited

interest for so many agesagea and are the wonder of modern nations

were built of this rawravi materianojmateriaimateria3o theyihey have bid defiance to the wear

of ages and they still remain but you cannot find a stone column

that was reared in those times for they are all decayed here we

have actual proof that the matter which isia the furthest advanced to

a state of perfection is the firstfirs to decompoedecompocedecompodecomposede andcompoe go back into

its native element at which point it begins to be organized again

it begins to concealcongeal petrify and harden into rock which growsgrow

like a tree but not aoso perceptibly

gold and silver row and so does every other kind of metal

the same as the hair upon my head or the wheat in the fieldfieldv V they

do nottot grow as fast but they are all the time composing or decom-

posing so much then for my views touching the material to be used

in building a temple upon this block you may go to san pete and

get tonestonestore for it and when five hundred years have elapsed you will

not find a building you may build of that red sand stone and it
will live out the san eteyete rock and the lime stone will outliveout

that

live

but when you comecone to the adobies they will outliveout eitherlive

of them and be five hundred years better than the day they were

fircafirctfirktfirke laid this is a pretty strong argument in favor of a mud

buildingbuildings

how long has the city of washington been built hatnhat wawas

there before my father entered into the revolutionary wurworwar hereithereethere
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was the capitol then it was in philadelphia sixty years ago there
was no such thing as a capitol in washingtonashington17 let me ask a ques

tionlionllon is it built of rock I1 never was there oice yesyee it
is built of rock the house of representativesbepresentatives wa rebuilt in 1812

not moresyoreryonemone than forty years ago wouldtouldrould any of you that have not been

there supposesuiopoee that it would need patching up already to make it
comfortablecomfortconfort forsablerablesabie the representativesrepresentatrepresentant of the nation this however

is the case for within tenton years past eighty thousand tons of putty

have been used to putty up the places where the stone has decayed by

the operation of the elementselemente and it has not yet been built forty

years I1 mention this because I1 wish the conference to know what

they are doing when they commenceconscoasconi tomence build a temple of stone As

for myself I1 know enough about rock if a man should undertake to

put me up a tonestone house I1 should wishurish himhiahla to build it of adobiesadobics

instead and then I1 should have a good house

the monentmommon itent becomes as

hard as it is ever going to be that moment it begins to decay it
may be a slow process in growing or composingdecomposingdo yet it is doing

the one or the other continually

I1 have my own individual thoughts of course and these I1

express with regard to the temple according to my present views

there is not marble in these mountains or tonestone of any kind or

quality that I1 would rather have a building made of thnthinahn adobieaadobies

As for the durability of such a building the longer it stands the

better it becomes if it stands five thousand years it increaseincreases in

1
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ivefe are talking about

building one for the community and I1 mention this about the capitol

to show you that the rock does not endure
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its strength until it becomes to its highest perfection before it
begins to decay henwhen do our mormonmormonhmormoneMor boyboysmonnmonH 3 eaysay about trying to dig

into one of those old cationiccatiolicCati cathedralsolic that are now standing in
california they say they mightnight as wellrellweilweli have undertaken to dig

through the most solid rock you ever saw a to dig through those

adobieadebie walls do you think they are decaying and falling down kono

they are growing betterbettorbettonbetten all the time and so it is with the houses

welyelneyne live in if they have good foundations these houses that we

live in will be better when they have stood fifty years than they

are at this dayedaydayo 1I will not say that it ieis so with a stone house

or a brick house for when you burn the clay to make brick you

destroy the life of it it may last many yearnyersyearsyernyenn but if the life is
permitted to remain in it it will last until it has become rock

and then beaginbeginbelginbesin to decay

As for the templetempietenpie I1 will give you the nature of your vote

with regard to it the sum of it was that those that dictate the

building of it be left to do with it as they please they will

anyhow but I1 give it as myrayuayuny opinion that adobies are the best

articlearticieIrti toclecie build it of only when it is built I1 ant it to stand

and not fall down and decay in twenty or thirty years like brother

taylortaylor8taylora one8 would that he was giving an exposition of that when

we go within the veil into the heavenly world re need not be

ashamed of it but when we look down upon it it will be of solid

rock but if it is built of san pete rock when he lookelooks down to

see it he will find it aint there but it is goneygonegonet washed into the
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jordan it cannotannot remain it mistmust decay

may the lord bless you amen

brigham young journal of discourses edited by onsonorson pratt
liverpool england orson pratt 185618560 1I 218220218220218 220
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lyslyt it behovesbehaves us to be careful and not forfeit the

agency that is given to us the difference between the righteous

and the sinner eternal life or death happiness or miseryisery i this

to those who are exalted there are no bounds or limits to their
privileges their blessings have a continuation and to their king-

doms thrones and dominions principlaities and powers there ieis
no end but they increase through all eternityeternityi whereas those who

reject the offer who despise the proffered mercies of the lord

and prepare themselves to be banished from hlahiahishib presence and to

become companions of the devils have their agency abridged imme-

diately and bounds and limits are put to their operations

APPENINDIXappfikdixPENINDIXP III111iti
freeagencyFREEFKEE

this

AGENCYAGKNCY

excerpt was taken from the third volume of the journal

0 f discoursesdisourseadisoourses

there are limits to agency and to all things and to all
beings and our agency must not infringe upon that law A man muatmust

choose life or death and if he chooses death he will find himself

abridged and that the agency which is given to him is aoso bound up

that he cannot exercise it in opposition to the law without laying

himself liable to b corrected and punished by the almighty

A nantanman can dispose of his agency or of his birthrightbirth rightrightonight as

did esau of old but when disposeddispo ofsedaed he cannot again obtain it
consequentconsequently
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the power of the devil is united the power of god is
unlimited therefore let us be cautious how we use our liberty and

agency and be careful to choose that which is good and richtrifht before

the lord and then our exaltation is sure

brihamdrighcdright young journal of discourses
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BRIGHAMBRIGHMA YOUNG CCPARDCGTARIcopard AITHJTHalth hegelHBGBLREGEL

it is of interest to note the major similarity between hekelhegel

and brigham young heselhegelhegels system in its general outline consisted

of an anheirarchyheirarchyheir ofarchy interconnected interdependent levels each a

thesis containing its own seeds of destruction antithesis the

result of the evolution between the thelstheisthesistheltthesia and antithesis hegelheglhegi
called the synthesis which in turn was a new thesis this dial-

ectic process is a continual evolution until the phenomenal and

noumenal so to spea emerge into the absolute mind the substratum

of the physical world

brigham young spelled out a seifselfseir directing thesisantithesisthesis

combination

antithesis

in men and gods yet determined along the two paths of

organization and disorganization whereas hedelthegelthegels dialectical
process was eternally continuous roungyoungyoungs highest levelleveileyel was that of

god who though a possessor of the thesisthesia

I1 st

aspeaspeak

fd

inter

soult

t

as

antithesis progressed

only in increase and extension rather than to a higher creature or

being it might be argued that young saw a theelethesistheela in the oul and

an antithesis in the body with the synthesis being the immortalizediortalizedi
body of a god this may be possible but young does not intimate

this schematic order but he does intimate that the spirit before

earth lifelifilfe ae well as the spiritbodyspirit onbody the earth and the immortal

body possessed seeds of decomposition or an antithesis
brigham youngs principles seem to compare oremore favorably
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to the jamesianjameseanJame philosophysean here both men stated in so many words

that men were helping shape the universe along with god the big

difference i probably that whereas young believed there were

certain set principles both men and gods had to abide by and direct

their work by james left the actual affecting and affecting to man

whimsical desires but in later life 1905190619059061905 1906906 jemesjaaesjames turned

nearer to accepting the conventional idea that there were eternal

abiding principles which governed the universe and men
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POLYGYNY

the following twotw excerpts come from the journaljournabourna of dis-
c

dis-
coursesoureenseaaen

we are in the hands of the almighty as a people and liehelleile iis
able to take care of us entertain no antipathies against any

person or community upon this earth but we would give eternal life
to all if they would receive it at our hands we would preach the

truth to them and administer to them the ordinances of the gospelgospels

but it is said you believe in polygamy and we cannot receive the

gospel from your hands we have been told a great many times that
polygamy i not according to christianity the protestant reformerreformers

believed the doctrine of polygamy philip landgrave of hebbehesse one

of the principal lords and princes of germanygermanyl wrote to the great

reformer martin luther and his associate reformersreform anxiouslyensserss

imploring them to grant unto him the privileprivilegepribile of marryingamarrying a second

wife while his first wife the princessprin wascessycoastcesey yet living H urged

that the practice was in accordance with the bible and not pro-

hibited under the christian dispensation upon the reception of

this letter luther who had denounceddenoun thecedcod konankomanromanronan church for pro-

hibiting the marriage of priests and who favored polygamy met in

council with the principal reformers to consult upon the letter
which had been received from the landgrave they wrote him a

lengthy letter in reply approving of his taking a second wirewife
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marrimavriageeageoabee jesuajesus christ has not changed

the external economyeconomys but added justice only and life everlasting

for reward he teaches the true way of obeying god and deavoursendeavoursen

to repair the corruption of nature

gedvgodv
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saying

there is no need of being much concerned for what men will
say provided all goes right with conscience so far do we approve

it and in those circumstances only by us specified for the gospel

hath neither recalled nor forbid what was permitted in the law of

fosec with respect to the marriagesmarriagemarriageo

this letter was written at wirtemburgwittemburgWitt theemburg ednedaywednesdayedne afterday

the feast of st nicholas 15391559i and was signed by martin luther

philip melancthon martin bucerbacer and five other reformers and was

written in melancthonmelancthons own handwriting

the marriage wa solemnised on th athhth4th of march 1501540 by

the rev denis lantherhelanthermalantheriiantherHeMalant chaplainhernheri to philip philips first wife

was so anxious that the souiaoulsoul and body of her dearest spouse should

run no further risk and that the glory of god might be increasedincrease

that she freely consented to the match

this letter of the great Bereformersreformerformer was not a hasty conclu-

sion on their part that polygamy was sanctioned by the gospel for

in the year 1522 seventeen years before they wrote this letter
martin luther himselfhlahiahim inelf a sermon which he delivered at ittemburgviittemburgitt
for

emburg

the reformation of marriage clearly pronounced in favor of

polygamy

these transactions are published in the work entitled

1
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history of the variations of the protestantprotesProter churchestant

junyjunt

thomithemi

theatthemt I1

speakapeak that which I1 have seen with my father and ye do that which

ye have seen with your father they answered and said unto him

abraham is our father jesus aithsaithalthbaithbalth unto thenthea if ye were abrahanaabrahamaAbraha

children

mtemts

ye would do the workworks of abraham but now ye seek to kill
me a man that hath told you the truth which I1 have heard of god

this did not abraham ll11 the jews wanted to make laws to guide godood

and his children they believed many of the doctrindoctrines that abraham

believed and taught they practiced polygamy as did abraham the

PatriarchpatriarchapatriarchaspatriarchiPatripatni mobesmosesarcha david and the prophets down to the days of the

apostles

monogamy or restrictions by law to one wife is no part of

the economy of heaven among men such a system waawaswms commenced by the

founders of the roman empire that empire wa founded on the bankbanks

of

PI

the tiber by wandering brigandebrigandsbri whengands these robbers founded the

cityolty of rome it was evident to them that their successauccessucces in attaining

a balance of power with their neighbours depended upon introducing

females into their body politic so they stole them fromfroafronaroa the

sabines who were near neighbourneighbours the scarcitycarcity of women gave

brigham oungyouneyoung journal of discourses liverpool anglandenglandngland B
young jun 1867 XI 127

henwhennhen jebusjesuajesusjasuejabus came to preach the will of his father he came

to bi own but they would not receive himhinnhin eehe baidsaidbald to them
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existence to laws restrictingrestrict oneinC wife to onemmanonemjsianon romeemman became the

mistress of the world and introduced this order of monogamy wherever

her waysway was acknowledged thus this monogamic order of marriage

so esteemed by modern christians as a holy sacrament and divine

institution is nothing but a system established by a set of

robbersrob

brigham

berohero

young journal 0 f pi sc oursessea
cannoncannoni 1862 IX 322

aoqoof discourses edited by george Q cannon
liverpool england george
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answer aaa& thefhezhe brethren direct me to say that the church has

never announced a definite doctrine upon this point some of the

brethren have held the view that it is possible in the course of

progression to advance from one glory to another invoking the

principle of eternal progression 5 others of the brethren have taken

APPENDIX VI

INCREASEIHCREASS sandANDJAND 1creasedflcpsaskW AS4 COMPARED WITH ppogreessionproqres3ice

brigham young told the saints that if a person in wedlockwed

preferred

lock

not to live in polygamy then he or she would live singly

and be servants forever and ever in the celestial kingdom XVI

167 this as well as the varying degrees of glory between godhood

and perdition contradicts the principle of increase in the heavenaheavenia

unless these as servants or slaves XI p 328 are necessary for

the gods to increase or unless there is progression between the

three main degrees of grgoryfflorygr1ory

it is of interest to note a recent note from the office of

the first presidency concerning progression between the three main

degrees of glory

brother ward magelkymagelby of mantinantimantl utah asked the presidency of

the church the following question the answer follows

march 5 1952

question please inform me as to the teaching of the church

regarding to the possibility of a person progressing from one kingd-

om to another after the resurrectionresurrect

p

XIsxiv
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an opposite view buttbuti as tatedstatedbated the church hashanhes never announced

a definite doctrine on this point

signed by joseph hndersonandersenanderson

secretary to the first presidency

but
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APPENDIXAPPLITDIX VII

AIR AND THE DUTY OF MAN

this excerpt comes from volume VII of the journal of disdipisdisdw

courses

when we view mankind collectively or as nationsnation comriuncommu-

nities neighbourhoodsneighbour andhoods familiesfamilyamil welestiest are led to inquire into the

object of our being here and situated a we find ourselves to be

did we produce ourselves and endow ourselves with that knowledge

and intelligence we nowtow possess all are ready to acknowledge that

we had nothing to do with the origin of our being that we were

produced by a superior power without either the knowledge or the

exercise of the agency we now polesspoaesspossesspospoa eess know that we are here

e know that we live breathe and walk upon the earthearths we know

this naturally as the brute creation knows we know that our food

and drink come from the elements around usiUBIuss by them we are nour

dishedished cherishedcheris refreshedhedyhedt and sustained with the addition of

sleep we live and breathe and breathe and live who can define

and point out the particularities of the wonderful organization of

man

it enters into the minds of but fewfex that the air we inhale

is the greatest source of our life e derive more real nourishment

to our mortal tabernacles from this element than from the solid food

we receive into our stomachsato ourmachemaehs lungs expand and contract to

sustain the life which god has given us of the component partsparta of

powerspowert

ebsebb

4

as

beingthat

we

few

we

from
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this great fountain of vitality I1 have not time to treat but thiathisthib
interesting information you may gather in part from numerousnerousnu works

on natural philosophy I1 will howeverhow sayeveryeverl that the air i full
of life and vitality and its volume fills immensity the relative
terms height depth length and breadth do not applapplyappi to iteito could

you pass with the velocity of the electric fluid over telegraphic

wires during the continuation of more years than you can comprehend

you would tillstill be surrounded by it and in the bosom of eternity a

much a you now are and it is filled with the spirit of life which

emanatesemaera fromnates god

many have tried to penetrate to the first cause of all
things but it would be as easy for an ant to number the grains of

sand on the earth it i not for man with his limited intelligence

to grasp eternity in hisbis comprehension there iais an eternity of

life from which we were composed by the wisdom and skill of

superior beings it would beteeheebhe as easy for a gnat to trace the his-

tory of man back to hi origin as for man to fathom the first cause

of all things lift the veil of eternity and reveal the mysteries

that have been soughtought after by philosophers from the beginning

what then should be the calling and duty of the children of men

instead of inquiring after the origin of the gods instead of trying

to explore the depths of eternities that have been that anetareane and

that will be instead of endeavouring to discover the boundaries

of boundless space let them seek to know the object of their present

existence and how to applyapplys in the most profitable manner for their

mutual good and salvati n the intelligence they possess let them

is
i ensitydensity

y it

as

as

is
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seek to know and thoroughly understand things within their reach

and make themselves well acquainted with the object of their being

here by diligently seeking unto a superior powerpowenX forowerowen information

and by the careful study of the best books

erighamfrigham youngeyoungs journal of discoursesdlaDiadis editedcourses by amabaamasa lyman
liverpoolliverpoolf england amasa lymanlymanilynanaymani 1860 VII 28428528285284 285

0
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to truth and peace and to a peace harmonyharmhara orony eternal fellowship

with god law governed man in all his actions bishiehis natural nature

was to follow law either natural or civil free agency or liberty

were natural and civil or federal according to winthrop natural

freedom is incompatible and inconsistent with authority

the areatgreatereat enemy of truth and peace and the laws of

god is natural freedom both brigham young and winthrop identified

one set of laws with the evil and the other set of lawslars with the

good both arreedagreed that those who chose the good would realize the

worth of their choice even to the loss of their lives see volume

IV of journal of discoursesdiscoursesiDiscourse p 199 thus liberty or free agency

implysimply meant that each man chose which set of lawalawslaurs to which he would

give hi loyalty he had only the two determined directiondirections to

APPEITDIX VIII

JOHN vikthrolsovinthrups VI E OFCI LIBERTY COMPAHSDCOMPARM wuthWITHI1

BRIGHAMBRIGH YURGSmifMIr VIE CFOF FREE AGENCY

there is a great similarity between the view on liberty by

john winthrop and the view on freeagencyfree byagency brigham young they

both had a conception of the absolute nature of law a well as a

deterministic liberty or freedomfreedon of choice freedom to choose

involved a directionalbidirectionalbi path oneono choice leads the chooser

unconsciously to hell or to an inescapable excruciating eternal

punishment while the other choice if followedfollow

as

lawt

0
11 and

the exercise and maintaining of this liberty makes men grow more

evileviloevlie 1

his

si

vie i
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follow and could not accept a third because there was not and never

would be a third path

brigham youngs view of free agency is described in chapter

VI of thithisthlthib thesis an the little speech which clearly showshows

the position of john winthrop on liberty follows the definition of

liberty by inthropwinthropanthropin isthrop synonomoussynonymous with brigham youngs definition of

free agency

for the other point concerning liberty 1I observe a great
mistake in the country about that there is a twofold liberty
natural I1 mean as our nature is now corrupt and civil or
federalfederals the first is common to man with beasts and other
creaturescreatcroatures

yawpiawp

foiwforw

by this man as he stands in relation to maniaanramnitan simply
hath liberty to do what he listen it iais a liberty to evil aaas
well aaas to good this liberty is incompatible and inconsistent
with authority and cannot endure the least restraint of the
most just authority the exercise and maintaining of this
liberty makes men grow more evil and in time to be worse than
brute beastebeastabeastot onnesomneaomnesoanea aumuasumussumnadumus

on the other side ye know who they are that
complain of thithisthl yoke and say let us break their bands etc
we will not have this man to rule over us even so brethren
it will be between you and your magistrates if you stand for
your natural corrupt libertieslibertilbert andiestlest will do what is good in your
own eyes you will not endure the least weight of authorityauthor butityl
will murmurs and oppose and be always striving to shake off
that yokeyokel and ifit you will be satisfied to enjoy such civil and
lawful liberties such a christ allows youyout then will you
quietly and cheerfully submit unto that authority which is set
over you in all the administrationsainllatrationsady of it for your good
wherein if we fail at any timetimes we hope we shall be willing

1114an 11

ii s

detegioresglores is
d

is

as

lilicentiacentiavicentia deteriores this i that
great enemy of truth and peace that wild beast which all the
ordinances of god are bent against to rebtrainreatrainAtrainseatrainrerebrehneb andtrain subdue it
the other kind of liberty I1 call civil or federal and it may
also be termed moral in reference to the covenant between god
and man in the moral law and the politic covenants andad const
tutionstuitions amongst men themselves this liberty i the proper end
and object of authority and cannot subsist without it and it
is a liberty to that only which is good just and honest this
liberty you are to stand for with the hazard not only of your
goods but of your lives if need be whatsoever crossettcrossethcros
this

seth
is not authority but a distemper thereofthe thisrooyroof liberty

is maintained and exercised in a subjection to authority it is
of the same kind of liberty wherewith christ hath made us
free
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by godsgodagods assistance to hearken to good advice from any of
you or in any other way of god so shall your liberties be
preservedpreserve inidt upholding the honor and power of authority
amongst you

vernonvernot louis parrington thetho colonial mind xfegolsoot
vol I1 of main currents in americaamerican thoughtthougitThouThou newt york
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APPENDIXAIPPENDIX IX

SCHISMS IHIN THE EARLY CHURCH

the following excerpt was taken from volume XII of the

journal of discoursesDiacou

the

OWWWOW
raes

latterdaylatter

W

saintssaintaday

W

believe in the doctrine that was

taught by the prophets by jesus and by his apostles much has

been said and written concerningcon theterning church that was organizedorgani inzedsed

the daydays of the incarnationinear ofnation the savior and there has been a

great deal of speculation as to the faith of that church and the

doings of its members to tell what this religion which we call
the gospel of salvation comprisecomprises wouldmuldmuid require morefiaoremonefiacre than a lifet-

ime it would take more than our lifetime to learn it and if it
were learned by us we should not have time to tell it in it is
incorporated all the wisdom and knowledge that have ever been

imparted to man and when man has passed through the little space of

time called lifeilfe he will find that he has only just commenced to

learn the principles of this great salvation in the early days of

the christian church weiretuevre understand that there was a good deal of

speculationpeculation among it members with regard to their belief and prac-

tice and the propagation of thesetheaethege speculative ideas created

divisions and chasmschismsschismsschismachi evensms in the daysdaya of the apostlesApo therestiesatlesstieg was

evidently considerable divisiondivisions for we read that ameoiaewme were for paulpeul

some rorforfkr appollos and others for cephas the people in those daydays

had their favorites who taught them peculiar doctrines not

itaits

eifellifel

schi
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generally received and promulgated the apostles had the truth and

thoughtthou thateiltelit they were so established in it in their day that they

really had the power to unite the church together in all temporal

matters as jesus prayed they might be but they found themselves

stakenmistakenai have we any proof of this yes you recollect reading

that the apostles assembled themselves together to break bread and

to administer and they did administeradmi fromnieternister house and from congrega-

tion to congregation the words wordsworda g7rsic7 of life and the

ordinances of the gospelgoepel they thought they had power to make the

people of one heart and one mind with regard to temporal things and

that they could amalgamate the feelings of the people ufficientlysufficiently

to organize them sufficiently as one family and the people oldsoldboldboid

their possessions and laid the price at the apostles feet and they

had all things in commonco theremirmon is no doubt that this isin a correct

doctrinedoctrin and can be practiced to the benefit of a community at

ladgelargelarreladre if believed and understoodunder butstoodt who ha got the doctrine

who ha eyes to see earearsearb to hear and a heart to believe whoinho ha

the authority and the capability to organizeorg suchanise a societysociety99 the

apostles thought they had but henwhen ananias and sapphira fell dead

because they had lied not only to man but to the holy ghost in

aingsa34ng they had laid their all at the eetfeetbeet of the apostles when they

had only laid part there a great fear fell upon the people and

they dispersed have we any history that the people ever assembledaseem

in

bledbied

a like capacity afterwards I1 think you cannot find it after

the days of the apostlesApo whenatleeatlesatiee the council of nice ic7 was called

they then and there determined hatwhat they considered to be correct
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I1tjA postlesoostles

I1

showyshows

pectspacts many of the difficulties they had to encounter we

are not troubled with wetseI1 have not only the sure word of prophecy

delivered in the days of the apostles but we actually have that

surer word of prophecy delivered to u through the prophet joseph

that in the last days the lord would gather israel build up zion

and establish elshiseishib kingdomkingdorking upondomdor the earth this i a more sure word

of prophecy than was delivered in the days of the apostlesA and iaitsles a

greater work than they had to perform

the few hints that I1 have dropped clearly show I1 think to

all who are acquainted with its history how these schisms and

divisions have been introduced into the christian world for more

than seventeen hundred years the christian nations have been strug-

gling striving praying and seeking to know and understand the

14

and scriptural and what they would lay asadasjd but that sure word of

prophecy which jesus had shed forth into the hearts of those who

believed on him seemed to be so mixed up and interwoven with darkness

and unbelief that they couldcou notad1d come to understanding and receive

the full testimony of jesus so the old christians lived and so

they spent their days down to the days of the reformationReforma

if
tiLon

we have eyes to see we can understand at once the

difficulties that the apostles had to encounter if the people had

lived according to the gospel that was delivereddeliverdellver to them the

apostles would have had power to accomlishaccomplish a great deal more than

they did although there can be no doubt but they were mistaken with

regard to the timetire of the winding up scene thinking it was much

nearer than it really was and they might have made mistakes in

other repectrrepectr

147
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bayasaysbayebeyeneys this apostle so you see there are

schisms in our day do you think there was any in the daydays of the

apostles yes worse than thithiisthl

tto110

ediedt

twelvettwelves

they were a great deal more

tenacious than we are

ikelie have another one in the quorum of the twelve who believes

that infants actually have the spirits of some who have formerly

lived on the earth and that this is their resurrection which is a

doctrine o0 absurd and foolish that I1 cannot find language to

148

mind and will of god why have they not had it can you tell me

why it is there has not been a succession of the apostleship from

one to another through all these seventeen centuries by which the

peopleeople might have been led guided and directeddirectedtdirect and have received

wisdom knowledgeknowl andedget understanding to enable them to build up the

kingdom of god and to give counsel concerning it until the whole

earth should be enveloped in the knowledge of god 0 yes it was

the apostacyapostasyapo 11stacy very true if it had not been for these schisms such

might not have been the case I1 have taken the liberty of telling

the latterdaylatter saintsday in this and other places something with

regard to the apostles in this our day it is true that we have a

greater assurance of the kingdom and the power of godood being upon the

earth than was possessed by the apostles ancientlyancient andlyvlyt yet right

here in the quorum of the twelve if you ask one of its members what

he believes with regard to the deity he will tell ycuyou that he

believes in thoseth08e great and holy principlecprinciplezprincipledprinciprincl whichplesplecplezpiesgiez seem to be

exhibited to man for hlahiahishie perfection and enjoyment in time and in

eternity do you believe in the existence of a personateperaonagepersonaceperso callednatenace

god hono I1 do not

P I1
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waywey

weawemknes

aaa8 thesesthesetheselthebethebes why were they not

handed down to after generations that they might avoid the dilemma

the vortex

149

express my sentiments in relation to it it is as ridiculous as to

say that god the being whom we worship is a principle without

personage I1 worship a person I1 believe in the resurrection and

I1 believe the resurrection was exhibited to perfection in the person

of the savior who rose on the third day after his burial this is
not all e have another one of these apostles right in this
quorum of the twelve who I1 understand for fifteen yearly has been

preachingpreachinp on the sly in the chimney cornercoraerconnercogaer to the brethren and

sisters with whom he has had influence that the savior was nothing

more than a good man and that his death had nothing to do with your

salvation or mine the question lihtmiht arise if the ancient

apostles believed doctrines as absurd a

the whirlpool of destruction and folly e will not say

what they did or did not believe and teach but they did differ one

from another and they would not visit each other this was not

through the perfection of the gospel but throuchthrough the weaknesweakness of

man

the principles of the gospel are perfect but are the

apostles who teach it perfect hono they are notnotenoto nownowy bringing the

two together what they taught i not for me to ay but it is
enough to say this that through the weaknesses in the lives of the

apostles many were caused to err cur historians and ministers tell
us that the church went into the wilderness but they werwerewenwene in the

wilderness all the time they had the ay marked out to get out of

the wildernesswilder andneganeosness go straightforward into the kingdom of god but

rid culousA

godthe worshipis

n

i le

year

is say

straight forward
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they took various paths and the two substantial churches that
remain a remnant from the apostles that divided are now called
the holy catholic church and the greek church you recollect
reading in the revelations of john what the angel said to john when

he was on the islelaleisielaie of patmos about the seven churches hatwhat was

the matter with those churches they were not living according to

the light that had been exhibited do the latterdaylatter saintsday live
according to the light that aas been exhibited to them to they

do not did the ancient saintssainta live according to the revelations

given through the savior and written by the apostles and the

revelations given through the apostles and left on record for the

saints to read no they did not e may say there is some differ-
ence between the days of jesus and the apostles and these days

then jesuajesus said go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to

every creature 5111 proffer this gospel to all the inhabitants of the

earth this was a day ofct scattering and dispersion for those who

believed in the savior when we come to discriminate between the

former and the latterdaylatter saintsday we shallhailhallhalishailshali find there was a little
difference in their callings and duties and in many pointpoints that we

may say pertain to our temporal lives notmot in the doctrine of

baptism the laying one sic7 of hands for the reception of the holy

ghost nor in the gifts of the gospel there is no difference in

these things but there is a difference in regard to the tenporalteraporaltemporalterntenteratemtenn

duties

poral

devolving upon us in those days the command wa go to the

nations of the earth in these days it is come from the nationnations of

the earth n do you see the difference read the revelations in the

remaina di v ided3 1

viol

we
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book of doctrines and covenants sivenpivengiven throughthrouxthrouv josephh and you will

find that the burden of the gatherlgathering of the house of israel the

building up of monlionaionalon and the sanctifying of the peoplepeoplet and the

preparing for the coming of the son of manianfan is upon the elders of

this church
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AESTRACTABSTRACT

brigham youngeyoungs philosophy of history attempts to describe

how brigham young gave order and unity to the hubbub and confusion

in which man lived the laws which gave form and pattern to the

baffling diverse phenomena of and around man receive major atten-

tion this thesis is an expository type of writing rather than an

evaluation of brigham youngbyoungyoungs ideas and principles or laws in

reference to other philosophies of hiatoryhistorylhistoryhihisthiathlat latterdaylatteratorystoryodyloryl saintday theologyeoloffth

the modern natural exact scienceasciencesscien orceacee in reference to the current

views of his times this thesis is limited to a digestion of

brigham youngs works in the journal of discoursesdigcoursesdiscourseisDiscoursediaDigdla rathercourses than an

attempt to add another biography to the many on brigham young or to

attempt to trace the roots of his ideas in his environments neither

is this work a comparison of brigham youngs ideaideas concerning history

with those of his contemporaries in and out of the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday nor doedoes it deal with the influence

which brigham young may have had upon the dogma of the mormonkormonlormon

church in literary style the thesis is written in the first person

and dramatic narrators this style may be confusing to the reader

who never experienced it before with the exception of the intro-

duction the first chapter the epilogue and the appendicies this
particular literary style allowallows the thesis to read as if brigham

young had written the work thus all the ideas expressed in the

main body of the thesis are those of brigham young

princi plespies
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brigham youngjayoungsyoung4a mind beamedseamedseemed to operate upon a priori and a

poeterori208terpripoete asrorizori well as a form ofcf ratiocination when he arrived at his

conclusionconclusions the main law governing the universe and all iteita modeamodes

was the law of increaseiA withcrease itaitsite antithesis decrease the numerous

laws which werelerewene below the law of increase taught man how to increase

and gave hi power to increase should he refuse to obey these law

he waawas actedmoted upon by other laws until he decomposed back into hlahiahishin

native element man had his existence to learn to increaseincreaseiincreased expandi

and spread abroad it was hlahiahis mission he was the apex of focus

for the law of increase

belowbelwbeaw the law of increase and its antithesis 9 decrease were

numerous ubidiarysubsidiaryubi lawlawslawadiarydimry whichwhiehchieh helped to govern all eventevents theshe

organization of matter to formfortortorm intelligence spirit bodieebodiesibodies and

mortal bodiesbodice to house these spirits were all governeditoverned by these

laws the war in heaven the creation of this earth the trans-

gression of adam and eve the struggles of mankind against evil and

the interference by god into mangmansmanb affairs were all opportunities

calculated to allow the rational beinesbeings the privilege of giving

their loyalty to eitheroithereltherolther increasein orareaseorease decrease although there ieis
seemingly a fluidity in mans choiceschoichol manceseescea cannot stymie increase by

continual conscious or unconscious wrong choiceschoice for increase will

eventually destroy all the evil upon this earthearthsearthe
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